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ANO OTHER STOJ?IES

nunc

i d West led the cava ry to the bank of the stream a startling sight met his eyes.
boat was being rapidly rowed up the river, and dragging behind it at the end
or a la~at, nearly waist deep in the water, was Arietta!
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Young Wild West's Cavalry Charg~
Or, THE SHOT THAT SAVED ARIETTA'S LIFE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Mistake the Herders Made.
Riding along a dusty trail in Eastern Arizona,
one November afternoon, a few years ago, a
party of eight might have been seen. The sun
was scorching hot, and the dust-covered travelers
were making for the timber strip that showed up
a few miles ahead of them. The eight persons
the party was composed of were two boys, a
man somewhere arnund the age of thirty, two
girls in their teens, a young woman and two
Chinamen. One of the,.boys was very striking in
appearance, being handsome, perfectly formed,
and with an air of -ease and grace as he sat in
the saddle that was bound to make one look at
him and think of him as the perfect master of a
horse.
There was a dashing look about him, too, and
something that suggested recklessness and daring. With his broad sombrero tipped well back
upon his head and a wealth of light chestr.ut hair
hanging over his shoulders, the picture of an
ideal boy-hero of the Wild West was complete.
But when we say that thfs dashing-looking boy
was no other than Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot, who was also known as the Prince
of the Saddle, the reader will readily understand,
and a further description of him will hardly be
necessary. Though but a boy in years, Young
Wild West had made a name for himself throughout the region then known as the Wild West, and
it was a name that one might well be proud of.
As we find him on the dusty trail that led to
Fort Apache, Arizona, he is on his way to answer
a call to help the Sixth Cavah·y put down an
Apache uprising. Not that he was known as a
slayer of Indians, but because of his wonderful
skill as a scout and his very good judgment. It
might seem strange to some that one so young
possessed so much experience; but the fact was
that the dashing young deadshot had been able
to shoot and ride over the prairies ever since he
was big enough to hold a rifle to his shoulder, or
to get his foot in a stirrup. Having been extremely lucky when he was but sixteen years of
age, he was now the owner of some good-paying
mines, and this gave him the chance to travel
about as he pleased in search of adventure. His
two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart,
were a great deal like him in this respect, and
they were never nappier than when they were
running into or trying td evade 'Some danger.
Like Young Wild West, they were thorough
W estemers of the genuine type, and nothing suit-

ed them as vrell as the natural wildness of the
great country and the dangers that infested it.
The man of the party was Cheyenne Charlie, and
when we say that he had served over ten years
with the army as a scout be.fore linking his fortunes with the dashing boy, who had been born
to lead, and iiot to follow, it can easily be imagined that he was a pretty good sort of a man.
Jim Dart, the other of the partners, was a boy
about the same age as our hero. While he knew
much, he usually said little, and he contented
himself to follow where Young Wild West led.
The two girls of the party were Arietta Murdock, the channing, golden-haired sweetheart of
Young Wild West, and Eloise Gardner, the pretty, dark-eyed miss who might some day become
Mrs. Dart. The young woman was Anna, the
wife of the scout. The two Chinamen were simply servants of the party, each doing what was
l'equired of him. The afternoon was well advanced when our friends 1·eached the timber, and
once there they came to a halt to give their
ho1·ses a breathing spell. Of these the two pack
horses had suffered the most, for they carried
the camping outfit, save the few articles the
Chinamen had strapped to their saddles.
"Well," said Young Wild West, as he threw off
his hat, after dismounting from his handsome
sorrel stallion Spitfire, "I reckon we are not so
very far from the Black River now. !,have never
been over this exact route before, but I judge
that I am not so very far out in my guess."
"You're right, Wild," answered Cheyenne Charlie, nodding his approval. "But I reckon we won't
hardly git there to-night. It ain't likely that
there'll be any Injuns around, though, fur most
likely they're keepin' putty well away from ther
fort."
"Well, Charlie, the message we got stated that
there were only a few of them, anyhow, that were
making the trouble. But they are very bad ones,
and hard to catch, it seems. They are wantea bad
by the Government authorities, and the cavalrymen have been repeatedly baffled in catching
them. We are not wanted to do much fighting,
but to locate the redskins who are causing the
trouble."
·
"Well, I reckon we kin do that, all ril?'ht."
They rested for about fifteen minutes, a.nd
then, mounting, followed the trail through the
timber. Much to the surprise of Cheyenne Charlie, who had figured otherwise, they came to the
river Wild had mentioned when they reached the
other side of the strip of woods.
·
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"I thought so," said our hero, giving a nod of
satisfaction. "This means that we have got about
eight hours' journey ahead of us in order to
reach the fort. Well, I reckon we won't find a
better spot to stay overnight, so we'll camp right
here."
"That's good!" exclaimed Arietta. "I think we
have traveled far enough for to-day, anyhow.
Of course, we could get a good bit farther in the
two hours that are left of the day, but that will
only make us a little later in reaching the fort
to-morrow."
There was no trouble in finding a suitable site
for the camp, for the river bank was full of them.
The Chinamen proceeded to unload the tired pack
horses, and as soon as this was done the animals
were tethered where they coald get both grass
and water. The saddle horses were treated the
same, and then all hands turned to and proceeded
to put the camp in shape. In less than half an
hour they had a very comfortable little camp of
it-one that would be apt to please lovel's of
camp life in the wilderness.
The scenel'y alon~ the river, though nothing
grand, was well worth obse1·ving, but our friends
were so used to ail kinds of scenery that there
was nothing interesting about it to them. They
had just settled down to take it easy until supper time, when they heard hoofbeats coming
along the trail they had been following nearly
the entire day.
"Hello!" exclaimed- Young Wild West, springing to his feet and loosening the revolver in his
right holster. "I reckon we've had some one following us, boys."
The remark was addressed to Jim and the
scout, but the girls were just as much interested
as they.
"They ain't comin' very fast, whoeve1· thev are,"
answered Cheyenne Charlie, as he listened a moment. "There's a lot of 'em, too."
The scout was correct, for the sounds surely
indicated that the number of horses approaching
easily exceeded a dozen. It was not long that
they had to wait before they found out who and
how many were coming. A number of cowboys
appeared with a drove of half-tamed bronchos.
They rode right out alongside the snug little
camp and halted on the river bank.
"Hello, there!" called out one, who was evidently the leader. "I knowed there was somebody not far ahead of us. What are yer <loin'
here, strangers?"
"We're resting up a bit, I reckon," Young Wild
West answered, and then he proceeded to size up
the party of cowboys.
Tl!ere was just a round dozen of them, and
they were all prettv rough-looking fellows. The
youni; deadshot did not much like the looks of
them, especially when he noticed that they were
eyeing the girls pretty sharply.
"Restin', are yer? Well, I reckon that's what
we'll do. Yer don't care if we' stop here with
yer, do yer, young feller?"
"Oh, I reckon there are lots of places along
here that will do for you fellows to pitch your
camp," was the cool reply.
"Yer do, eh'! Well, all right. We'll stop right
where we are, boys. They kin move their horses
up a little ways, an' then ours kin be together.

There's jest about enough g1·ass fur ther herd
ter feed on down that way. Say!" He turned to
Wild as he spoke.
"What is it, stranger?"
"Jest move your nags up to ther left of yer,
will yer?"
. "Suppose you take yours up that way. There's
lots of room there."
"Well, I'm ther boss of this here outfit, an' I
says that we want this feedin' ground what your
nags is on. That oughter be enough, I reckon."
"Maybe it ought to be, but it isn't. We were
here first, and we are not going to move."
"See he1·e, young feller! If you don't look out
I'll git mad, an' when I gits mad somethin' awful generally happens. We ain't ther sort of
men ter be bamboozled by a boy, even if he has
got some putty gals with him ter admire his independent ways. I'm Jack Latch, ther horse
herder, an' I'm a bad man when things don't go
ther way I want 'em ter."
"Well, I am Young Wild West, and when a
bad man tries to infringe on my righ'ts I generally prove to him that he has made a mistake.
Now you just take my advice and move on, either
up or down the river. You can't camp here near
us. Do you hear what I say?"
There was a peculiar 1·ing in the boy's voice as
he spoke the last words, and Jack Latch looked
at him in surprise.
"Don't bother with him, Jack!" called out a
ruffianly fellow who had a cast in one eye. "I'll
cut their nags loose. If they don't like it, they
know what they kin do. I reckon we're ther boys
as does what he please when we start out!"
He started for the horses, drawing a knife
from his belt as he did so. Young Wild West did
not move from the spot he was standing on, but
coolly whipped out one of his revolvers, and exclaimed:
"You cut one of those ho1·ses loose and I'll drop
you, you sneaking coyote!"
If a bomb had exploded near them the twelve
men could not have been more astounded. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Da1t now showed their sixshooters, aJ:1.d Arietta calmly picked up her Winchester rifle and held it ready to shoot.
"You heard what I said," went on our hero, as
coolly as though he was simply giving them a
little information upon request. "If any of you
have got the idea that you can bulldoze us, just
get it out of your heads. We don't allow anything like that to happen. Jack Latch, you just
order your gang to move on, and take your
horses with you. You are no good-any of you!
And I'll bet that you stole the bronchos you have
got there!"
"Sizzlin' snakes!" gasped the leader of the
gang. "Why-er-what have we struck, boys?"
"Did you hear what I just said?" Wild asked,
turning the muzzle of the revolver upon him.
"You have got just ten seconds to live if you
don't move!"
"An' ther first galoot what lays a hand on a
gun will go to ther happy huntin' grounds!" added Cheyenne Charlie, who could no longer keep
from speaking,
"Come on, boys; I reckon we'Ir move down ther
river a little," said Jack Latch, shrugging his
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shoulde1·. "We've sorter struck a hornets' nest;
but it's all right. It'll all come out in ther wash."
The rascally fellow walked back to his horse,
and, takin,g the bridle, led the animal along the
river bank, the rest following him without delay.
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fee ter b'ilin', Tom; I need a good drink ter
strnighten out my nerves. That young galoot
what called himself Young Wild West sorter
made me stagger. I never had anything like that
ter happen ter me afore. Jest think of it! Me-Jack Latch, ther boss horse thief of this part of
Arizony-bein' took clown by a boy! It's enough
ter make you galoots disgusted with me, ain't it?
CHAPTER IL-Wild Takes a Prisoner.
But, then, you all had ter take water, too. There
was somethin' about ther boy what meant busiThe horse herders were not long in getting ness, with a big B. He would have nailed me
the bronchos oi the move with them, arid soon through ther heart in a Jiffy, if I hadn't give in.
they disappeared around a bend.
I had sense enough ter know that; an' that's
"I reckon that ain't ther last we'll see of them why I said fur ter move. I wouldn't have been
galoots," Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he turn- so anxious te1· stop there if I hadn't seen them
ed to Wild and nodded.
putty gals. I jest thought that it ,v.ould be sorter
"No," was the reply. "It is most likely Jack nice ter git acquainted, an' have a little chat with
Latch will be looking for satisfaction. Such fel- 'em . "
lows always do. He is the sort to get clown on a
"Nobody
you fur what yer did, Jack.
person because he can't have his own way. I I'm mighty blames
glad that yer acted that
'cause
reckon we would have been fools to move our they was all ready ter shoot. They way,
could have
horses just to accommodate that gang. There is dropped a few of us before we could have
got ter
plenty of good g1·ass along the river; let them blazin' · away at 'em. That's sartin, 'cause
they
find it, the same as we found this spot."
tter drop on us. Nobody had any idee that
"Oh, it wasn't that they thought the grass was · had
they
go.in' ter do anything like that, or it
any better here, Wild," said Arietta. "They had wouldwas
have been different. If
only covthe idea that they could do about as they pleased ered ther young galoot when he you'd
first got sassy,
with us. They are a lot of unprincipled men; I we might have had it our own way."
could see that at the first glance."
"Yes, that's so."
"I guess you're right, Et. But never mind.
"Well, it ain't over yet, is it?" spoke up the
If we are not able to take care of ourselves, I'll
man with the cast in his eye, who had started to
miss my guess, that's all."
Jim Dart nodded. H~ thought that way, too, cut the horses of our friends loose, and had got
brought to the round turn by Wild.
jf he did not say anything. Wild waited about
"Over!" echoed Jack Latch, looking at him inten minutes, and then he sti·olled along the river
bank, rifle in hand, to .see where the villains had dignantly. "I reckon you know it ain't, Hardy.
gone. When he got to the bend he saw that they Don't yer know that I never forgives a galoot
were hardly a hundred yards fa1ther on, and were what docs me wrong? This here boy has done
arranging to stop there a while. They did not me a wrong; a mighty big v,rrong, to6. So has
have much of a camping outfit with them, but ther rest what pulled their guns. They've all
each man seemed to be supplied with a blanket. done me a wrong, an' yer kin bet that I'm go.in'
They had some provisions with them, for while ter git square on 'em! Why, didn't yer hear
one of them busied himself kindling a fire, an- Young Wild West tell me that he'd bet that we
other was getting ready some smoked meat to stole them bronchos ? What made him think
broil. Wild watched them th1·ough the bushes, that, I don't know; but he sartinly hit ther nail
and when he saw a kettle filled from the river, right on ther head, didn't he'? He must be what
and a big handful of coffee thrown in it, he nod- they calls a mind reader, or somethin' like that.
But, leav.in' all jokin' aside, any one what knows,
ded and muttered to himself:
"I reckon they're going to have a rather early or thinks that we're horse thieves, an' am't of
supper. But I suppose t hey eat whenever they ther same kind as we arc, ain't s'posed ter be
are hungry, providing they've got m1ything to left alive. They might tell tales, an' .if they tdl
tales somethin' nasty might happen ter us. vVe've
eat."
Wild thought a minute, and then he decided got fifty-seven bronchos in this bunch, an' they've
th.at he would try and find out something about got ter be turned inter money. , But afore they
the gang. It would be no difficult matter to creep are, this here Young Wild West has got ter o-it
up close to them, since none of them seemed to his medicine. So's ther other two, an' them i,.;o
be on the watch. l\foying over to the left, which heathen Chinese. But ther !lals-well we won't
'
was away from the edge of the bank, he got in kill them."
Wild was almost tempted to make himself
the bushes and proceeded softly in the direction
know11 and show the villa.in what he could do
of the camp.
He paused Wtlen he was within thirty feet of with him; but he curbed himself and remained
it, and, finding a good place to peer from, he sat silent.
"Do yer s'pose they'll stay there ~ery long?"
down. The men were conversing in bunches,
some of them in such low tones that he could not Hardy asked, after a pause.
"Oh, they didn't act as though they was much
understand what they said. Jack Latch, the leader, was sitting lmder a tree, all by himself, and afraid of u_s, did they? It are likely they'll stay
apparently doing some thinking. But just then the1·e all mght; or maybe some of 'em will-ther
he got up, and, walking ove1· to the fire, over gals, perhaps."
which the big pail was being hung, he said:
Jack Latch put on a very wise look as he said
"I don't care how soon yer git that there cof- this, and Wild easily understood what he meant.
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But if he had not understood, he would have
learned riP-ht away, for the villain went on:
"vVe'll fix 'em to-night, Hardy. There won't
be notrun' left of Young Wild West what's alive
in ther mornin', an' yer kin bet on that! I mea11,
if they try ter stay there 2]1 night. I don't know
but what they've lit out now. Some one had better go an' take a look, I reckon."
"I'll go," volunteered Hardy.
Wild crouched close to the grnnnd when he saw
him coming almost directly toward him. But foe
villain changed his course slightly before he got
there and went on tlirough tLe bushes. Our hero
had se.::n and heard enough to satisfy him for
the present, so he aro.se . and soft1y fo1lo,ved him.
Hardy moved along with no little cau:ion, for it
was evide-.:it that he knew he had cool and determined ones to deal with, and should he be caught,
he might be sorry for it. He went to withln a
hundred feet of the little camp, anrl then he arose
and took a peep througn the ti·ees. There lay
the camp bcforn his range of visio·1, a~d those
there seemed to be taking things so easy that he
promptly came to th? co"ldusion that t '. ey mcai·t
to remain there over n:ght. He was about to
turn and go back whe1 a ho.r.d touched him o"l
the shoulder. 'Ihe villain rave a start, and,
turnir.g, found the muzzle of a revolver within
six inches of his nose.
"I reckon ypu r .acl better keep perfectly quiet,
Mr. Hardy," ::a'd Wild, in his ecol and easy way.
"Jest wall': on a li~tle further; then you can see
the camp better. Do as I say!"
The ycur:g d"'adsh-it caught him napping, and
tl1at was alI there v as to it.
"Don't shcot me!" he g-aspecl. "I didn't mean
no harP1. I jest ,·;a'.lted te: find out if yer was
,goin' ter s' ay here or move on."
"\.Veli, you ha,,en't q,iite found it out, so just
walk up to t 11e camn. Then you will get all the
informatii:,n you wa-it, I reckon."
"Pay! Le' me r:o, w ' ll yer, Youn~ Vv':ld West?"
The1·e W;'S a to~" c· pleacli..,,... in the rascally
fellow·s voiC". Wild shonk his herd.
"Go on!" he co:mnandecl Etcnly. "Do as I
say!"
Hardy said no more, bat Eet out on a brisk walk
for the camp. As he emerged into view, with
Wild right beh:nd him, holding a revolver in his
},and. those at the camp easily understood what
had happened. The young cleaclshot had caught
il~e villa:n spying on them.
"What hav'l3 yer got there, Wild?" asked the
scout, a g1in showing on his bronzed face.
"Oh, the paloot wanted to find out wh,,,ther we
meant to ;:tay bere or not, he says. I ,,·as ovCi'
l'V the camp of the horse thieves-that's what
they He: hol'se thieves-and I h('ard quite a
1;ttle co"'vei·sat!on. We are all to be killed tonight, it we Ptay here, except the girls. Jack
Latch decided that th ey should not be put to
de~ifr. He is a very considerate f ellow, I must
say."
Hardy turned palC'. Jt v·a s eviden+ that he had
not thought before that Yo,mg Wild West had
any knowledge of what the intentions of the ga1'<g
we1·e.
"This galoot volunteered to come over and see
how thmgs were here, so wheu he started 1 followed i1im. He got as far as he wanted to come
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and was going back, when I stepped up and made
him come all the way. I reckon he ought to be
pretty well satisfied now."
w\¾ild," mid Charlie earnestly, "jest let me
'tend ter him, will yer?"
"What do you want to do with him?"
"Give him a good sousin' in ther river. He
don't look as though he'd washed himself in a
month."
''\,Veil, I won't object to that; go ahead ."
The scout ran over and caught Hardy by the
collar of his shirt.

CHAPTER III.-A New Arrival on the Scene.
"Hop," said the s~out, "jest fetch me a rope."
"A llcP light. Misler Charlie." answered the
Chinam'1n, his almond eyes sparkling with pleasure. "r.lc allec samee fetchee pletty quickee, so
be." ·
The ro-,:,e was brotirht, and without ,.vaiting a
minute Cheyenne Charlie fastened the loop about
Hardy's body, under his arms.
"No"·, you ,iest come with me." he said, as he
gave a sharp .ierl,: and sbrtd the yil!ain going.
"Don't!" oleadecl the wretch. "I don·t want
ter git wet!"
"I k,ow yer clon't; t'"er looks of yer proves
that. Dut that rl0r>.'t make no d.i fference; you've
got ter bke a dip. an' a good one, too."
Younsr Wild Wc,;,t di<l not make any objections,
so Hardy was dragged to the bank of the stream.
TJ,ere l·a,1=1ened to l:-e a pretty deep place right
there, and that was what the i,cout wanted. When
J,e g-ot on t''c eclo-e of the hank. Hardy made a
move to pull his shoo•er. Dut a 011ick shove from
Charlie spoiled his game, and. with a loud splash,
he went into tre water. Then t'ie other encl of
the 1·opP ,,·as cleftly thrown over an overhanging
limb and Charlie put his strenr>·th on it and lifted
t11e 1ran clear 'lf the water. But it ras only for
a se~ord that be rern;fr,ecl out of it. Then he
went down with a f - 1~.sh, going all under. The
girls broke into a laugh, for it was really comical
to see f " struggles of the man as he was again
pullen. out.
"Hip hi!" exclaim<'<l Hop, the Celestial. "Lat
allee samee ple'ty good.-"
The other Chinaman s:i;rl nothing. but appeared
to be much am1,~ecl at the pro,,eedings. Half a
clozen iimci, d'd the scout cluck Hardy u1'lder, and
then Wild called out that it was enough. Then
tl:>e villain was allowed. to crawl upon the bank.
He foll exhausted on the r;rass, and it was fully
two minutes before he l!Ot upon his feet.
"Light out, you sneaking galoot!" said Wild,
jerking his thumb toward the camp of the horse
thieve~.
Hardy di~l not ~eed to be told twice. Throwing
the lnr1~,t from h11n, J," hai;tene,l away at a J 0 .,.
trot, the jncrs of Cheyenne Charl1e ringing in hi~
ears.
"I 1·eckon that's about fl'" hest thing that could
rave hapriencd to that fellow," Jim Dart rnma1·ked, whE'n it was all over "Wild, suppose I climh
that tree oYer there and ~e0 what happens whenhe gets back to l,is gang?"
"~o ahead, Jim. That't, a good idea.''
Jim was not Jor.g in getting up the tree. He
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soon got high enough to get a view of the camp
of the villains, and he was just in time to see
Hardy arrive, dripping from the extraordinary
ducking he had received. Jim waitc<l long ~nough
to make sure that the men were not gomg to
make an attack on them, and then he descended.
"I reckon he surprised them when he came in,"
he said. "But I noticed that some of them were
laughing. I suppose they thought he looked
rather funny, all wet like that."
·'Well, we will be ready for them, and if they
happen to take a notion to try and get square for
the way their man was treated they will find us
ready," Wild retorted.
"I recKon they will," Charlie answered. "S'pose
we fix up a little, so's they won't have no chance
at us, if they happen ter come to-night?"
"I reckon that'll be a good idea. One thing
about it we are not going to let that gang of
crooks d~ive us away from here, that's certain."
There was not much of a chance to make anything in the way of a fortification, as there were
no rocks about.· But there happened to be a big
dead tree that was almost ready to fall close on
the side of the camp nearest to the horse thieves,
and when Wild took a look at it he gave a nod
of satisfaction and :=<aid:
"Just make that falI straight across, boys. I
reckon that will be a fine breastworks to shoot
from. Get a rope to the top, and it can be made
to fall just where we want it to."
His partners were not slow in obeying. The
rope was attached, and while W\ld and Jim stood
ready to pull, Charlie worked Wlth an axe ~t the
almost rotten roots. In less than ten mmutes
the tree came down with a crash, falling just
where they wanted it to. The horse thieves must
have heard the crash but none of them came
around to see ,vhat it ~cant, fur our friends were
too much on the watch for that. The tree was a
pretty large one in circumference, ~o it made an
admirable breastworks. The dead llmbs were cut
off and stowed under it, where it did not reach
the ground, and this made it all the safer in case
of an attack from the band of ruffians. A good
,yatch was kept, but none of them showed up in
the vicinity. When supper time came the Chine,;e
cook p-ot the meal i-eady in his mual way. The
supper was pronounced to be a ime one by all
hands, ancl after it was over the horses were
moved a little, so they could get all the gra:5s
thev wanted during the night. The sun sank m
the· West and twilight came. It was just then
that 0 ur friends heard the sounds made by a
.
wagon approaching over the trail.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "What
next, I wonder?"
The sounds indicated that the outfit, whatever
it might be, was coming along the trail they had
followed to the 1·iver bank, and all hands turned
their eyes in that direction.
"There are no horse thieves this time, I reckon" Wild said. "Hello! There it is! A buckbo;rd with two mules hitched to it."
He was right. There was but one man in the
wagon, and he seemed to be a rather curious
character, for he wore a long linen coat that
might have been a light yellow one once, but
which was now almost any color but white, and
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his head was topped off by a broad-brimmed straw
hat.
"Hello!" he called out pleasantly. "I smelled
ther smoke, an' I knowed there was a house or a
camp here. I'm sorry it ain't a house, fur I
wanted ter put up at a place where I could git
a good, square meal or two, an' a bed ter sleep
on. I'm a long ways from civilization, I reckon?"
"I reckon you are, stranger," answered our
hero, smiling at the man, whom he readily picked
to be a peddler of some kind. "You haven't
found business very good the last two or three
clays, I reckon."
"Business! I calculate there ain't no business
in these parts. I must have struck ther wrong
road. But maybe I kin do a little somethin' with
you folks. Watches an' jewelry is my line, an'
I've got a putty good stock on hand. Jest let
me show yer."
"Suppose you have a little something to eat
first," Wild sugl!"ested.
"A mighty good idea!" and the stranger leaped
from the wagon and brushed the dust from his
linen coat.
CHAPTER IV.-A Little Fun with a Watch.
"My name is Jonathan Hike, an' I come from
Indianny," said the man, as he bowed and took
off his bil! straw hat to the girls. "I'm all wool
an' a yard wide, an' a great respecter of ladies.
I struck ther Land of ther Forsaken about a
month ago, an' I ain't made enough ter pay expenses. Ther minin' camps is few an' far between, an' so is ther water. That jest reminds
me! I'm powerfully in need of a drink right now.
I've got a jug of rum with me, but that ain't ther
kind of stuff what ans,vers when you've got an
all-fired thirst, I calculate."
At the mention of the jug of rum, Hop the
Chinaman gave a start.
Then an expt·ession of joy came over his yellow
countenance. The fact was that Hop was a
great lover of whisky, and when he could get it
no other way, he would ::;teal it. He was a very
clever fellow, was Hop. He could do more sleightof-hancl tricks tl1an you could shake a stick at,
as Cheyenne Charlie declared; and at draw poker
his match had never been found. But he was an
old "stand-by" of the party, for more than once
had he been the means of saving their lives, and
by his cleYerness alone. As Jonathan Hike took
a pail from the wagon and hastened to the edge
of the stream to get water, Hop tur11cd his attention to the ·wagon.
He was going to look for the jug right away,
but when he saw that he was being closely watched by Cheyenne Charlie, he changed his mind.
Some other time would do, he probably condtf,/l'l\,
Back of the seat and under it on the bucliy. 11rd
was a strong-looking wooden box, and on this was
a dilapidated carpet-bag. A few cooking utensils
and a rifle were tied to the back of the seat, and
a roll of blankets and an umbrella were fastened
to hooks on the side of the box. It was certainly
a queei--looking outfit to be found in that wild
part of the country, but Young Wild West and
his friends were used to coming across queer
sights, and they did not think very strange of it.
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Jonathan Hike got his drink of wate;r, and then
he gave his mules a drink and proceeded to unhitch them. He worked away and soon had them
tied with lariats where they could graze. Then
he washed his hands and face, taking off his long
coat first, and announced- that he was ready to
eat, if there was anything for him. But Wing
had been instructed to get something ready, and
when the watch and jewelry peddler was Teady,
so was the meal.
Sit clown and enjoy yourself, Mr. Hike," said
Wild.
"See here, young feller! Don't call me Mister
Hike; jest call me Jonathan. That's ther name I
go by, an' it's good enough."
"Very well, Jonathan."
Then Wild told him who they we1·e, and Jonathan nodded as he chewed away at a broiled
part.ridge that was rather tough.
"A little more coffee, my heathen friend," he
said, as he emptied his cup. "Yer might git a
little present fur bein' uolite if yer mind your
eye an' be mighty civil. I'm used ter eatin' meals
in all kinds of places, from first-class hotels ter
graveyards. it don't cost nothin' ter be polite,
an' no man ever lost by it yet."
He got his coffee, and then he finished the meal
in· silence, our friends watching him with no little amusement, for he certainly showed that he
-had a remarkabl'e anpetite. l'!aving finished his
supper, Jonathan Hike arose, washed his hands
and face, and then calmly put on his linen cuat,
which he had left off while eating. He sat down,
drew a pipe and bag of tobacco from a pocket,
and was soon smoking contentedly.
"Now," said he, as he sent the smoke curling
upward, "I reckon I'd better pay fur my supper.
How much is it?"
"Not.bing at all, Jonathan," answered our hero.
"Vve are not rur:.11ing a hotel, or even a oneho,:se restaurant. You are welcome to what you
have had. It will be the same with your breakfast, too."
"All right. I'm much obliged to yer, Young
Wild West. Now I'll show ver what I've got ter
sell. I carry a good deal of my stuff right in
my pockets. W~at do yer think of that fu1:· a
nice gold watch?
Out came a watch of the hunting case pattern,
which was no doubt a very cheap brass one. Wild
took it arid examined it.
"That is certainly a fine watch," he said, as he
passed it to the scout. "How much do you ask
for it?"
"Not a cent! Yer see, I'm sorter gittin' souare
on yer fur ther supper. That them watch is
yourn, Young Wild West."
"No thank vo-::i. I won't take it, because I
; ,.ve ~ot a watch that just suits me. ~ou keep
,. ; maybe you may get a chance to sell 1t befo1·e
long. We expect to get to ~ort Apache so:me
time to-morrow afternoon, and 1f you a1·e heading
that way you can go along with us. You ought
to find some customers there fo1· your watches
and jewelry."
The peddle1·'s jaw dropped. He seemed to be
much surprised.
"Won't take that lovely watch, hey?" he said.
"Why, that's worth jest thirty dollars, an' I felt
th~t I was awful liberal in offerin' it to yer.
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Better change your mind, young feller; yer don't
git· sich chances every day."
"That watch ain't worth no more'n five dollars," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie bluntly, as he
handed it to him. "\~'hat's ther use of tryin' ter
tell us anything like that?"
"My friend," said Jonathan, snaking his head
sadly, "I'm afraid you ain't much of a judge of
watches. If you are, you've sartinly made a
mighty big mistake in that one. Why, ther jewels in that watch alone is worth fifty dollars ..,
"Is ther blamed thing bullet-proof?" the scout
~sked, a twinkle in his eyes.
"!\le likee lookee at ur.1 watchee,_ so be," spoke
up Hop, as he took it from the man's hand.
Holding it by the ring, he turned to the scout and
added:
"You see if um allee samee bullet proof, Misler Charlie."
Not being able to resist the temptation, Charlie
drew his revolver, and, taking a quick aim at the
watch, pulled the trigger. Crack! The timepiece
flew out of Hop's hand and landed with a thud
on the ground six feet away.
"Here!" cried Jonathan angrily. "What in
thunder are yer doi.n' ?"
Wild and the girls _ioined the scout i.n laughing,
and Jim. who was doing guard duty just then,
tu1-ned to learn what was the matter.
"It's all 1·ight, Jim," called out the scout. "I
was jest testin' a watch fur Jonathan."
"That's what I call rnigllty smart!" exclaimed
the pcdcller, as he picked up the watch and looked
at it. "But," he added !-udclenly, his face lighting- up, "I thought ycr hit it."
"I reckon I did hit it," Charlie retorted, looking surprise.
"No, yer didn't. Yer must have jest wound her
up, fur she'i:; g-oin' now. Hear her tick!"
Sure enough, the watch was ticking, and there
was not a mark on it that would indicate that it
had been hit by a bullet or having fallen to the
ground.
"Well, that's putty good, I reckon," said Charlie. "Just hold her un. an' I'll try it ag'in."
"Oh, I calculate not!" answered Jonathan, and
he quickly slipped the watch in his pocket.
Hop looked at him and g-rinned. He had seen
something that the rest had failed to take note
of. Jonathan had changed the watch Charlie
shot at for another that was of the same pattern.
But the sc0ut knew he had not missed, so he
concluded that such a thing must have been done.
"I reckon if you look ag'in vou'll find where
ther bullet hit ther watch," he said.
"All right; we']] look ag'in."
This time the peddler drew out the watch that
had been hit.
"That's so!" he exclaimed. "Yer did hit it
didn't ye ? Funny we couldn't notice .it afore " '
While our friends were looking at the w~tch
Hop took occasion to sneak ove1· to the buckboard. He lifted the roll of blankets and fou~d
a jug strapped to a hook that was screwed ·in
~he box u~der the seat. His knife was brought
mto play m a huny, and then he quietly slipped
the jug under his flowing gown-like coat and
walked leisurely to a bunch of bushes. Placing
the jug in hiding, he went back and watched Jonathan, who was now displaying some jewelry.
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He had breastpins, scarfpins, colla1· and sleeve
buttons, and all sorts of small pieces oi the very
cheapest kind of jewelry.
"Last yea1· I went through a part of ther
South," he said, "an' I jest made money hand
over fist. Ther colored folks is ther ones ter
buy this kind of stuff. They'll give yer any kind
of a price, if they've only got ther money."
"Ain't cowboys putty good on buyin' it?" Charlie asked.
"Some of 'em is," was the retort. "But about
a week ago I struck a ranch, an' there wasn't one
person there what knowed what a sleeve button
was, from ther man what owned ther ranch to
ther greaser what 'tended to ther hogs. I sold
'em a lot of stuff, though."
It was just then that Jim Dart called out softly for Wild.
"One of the horse thieves is coming this way,"
he explained, as our hero hastened to his slde. "I
reckon he wants to hold a parley, for he is coming witl\out trying to conceal his movements."
Wild saw him just then, and he waited until he
came up. The · man was Hardy, and he still
showed traces of the severe ducking he had received.
"Well, what do you want?" our hero asked him.
"I've been sent over by Jack Latch ter let yer
know that we ain't goin' ter interfere with yer,"
was the 1·eply.
"Oh, I am glad ,to hear that. Is that all?"
"Yes."
"Then light out. We don't want you around
here."
Hardy lost no time in obeying the command.
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something about this gang that is waiting to get
a chance at us."
He related all the reader knows about the horse
thieves, and when he had finished, the peddler
pressed his lips tightly together and nodded.
"I'm mighty glad I didn't fall in with that
crowd instead of you folks," he declared. "Most
likely they'd all be wearin' my watches an' jewelry now if I had."
As it got thoroughlv dark Wild joined Jim in
keeping a watch on the horse thieves. They both
moved up quite close to the camp, and when
they found that all twelve of the men were there,
they crouched and listened to what might be said.
But the villains were not talking about them just
then; they were engaged in playing cards around
the fire in g1·oups, for the most part. The rest
were lying down, smoking and taking it easy in
general.
"There would be a good chance for Hop," whispered Jim. "The men seem to have plenty of
money, and it would not take him very long to
win it from them, if he got the least bit of a
chance."
"I reckon not," Wild answered.
They only remained there a few minutes, and
then they made their way back to the camp. The
evening wore on, and soon it was time to turn in.
Wild thought it best to keep two on watch the
whole night, so he selected Hop, the Chinaman,
and Charlie to take the first three hours; Jim and
Wing the next, and himself and Jonathan Hike
for the last. The greater part of the night passed in quietness. It was not until Jim aroused
Wild and the peddler to take their tum that anything happened. Wing happened to catch sight
of something moving on the suiface of the water, and he promptly ran up and reported.
CHAPTER V.-The Villains Are Increased.
"Allee samee boatee!" he exclaimed, speaking
in a low tone of voice.
Wild knew ve1·y well that it was a lie, pure and
"I reckon I'll see about this," Young Wild West
simple that Hardv had told. There was no doubt answered, and then he hastened to the river bank.
that J~ck Latch l1ad sent him to tell it, but that
He was just in time to see a long rowboat, with
did not alter the case any. The villains meant to three men in it, coming up the river. That they
seek revenge just as much as they did when he did not belong to the gang camped above he was
heard them talking about it. Wild walked back pretty sure, for they were coming the wrong way,
to the camp.
and, besides, Jack Latch and his gang could not
"Can you shoot pretty straight?" asked Wild, possibly have a boat. But the men in the boat
looking at Jonathan Hike.
might be looking for the horse thieves. That
"Puttv fair. Why?" came the retort.
was probable, as well as possible. The boat was
"Well, there are some bad men near ~Y who pretty close to the shore, and as it got about opare going to make it warm for us some t1me be- posite to where he was standing Wild called out
tween now and morning. We will have to do softly:
some fighting, most likely. If you can shoot,
"Hello! Have you got here?"
your services will be needed."
Instantly the oars were lifted from the water.
"Well, I calculate that I won't run, so long as
"Is that you, Jack?" the man in the bow asked.
"Come on ashore," said Wild evasively.
the1·e is a show ter beat 'em off."
The prow of the boat was turned, and it soon
Jonathan did not seem to be very much fright
ened at what the boy said. He went and got his hit the bank. Then one of the men jumped out,
rifle, which was a single-shot, bTeech-loade1· of a the painter in his hand. He now saw the tents
of the camp; and it must have struck him all of
very good make, and caTefully looked it over.
"She's all right," he said, when he had finished a sudden that he was at the wrong place.
the examination. "She'll kill at a thousand yards
"What's this?" he cried. "This ain't Jack
without no trouble, Young Wild West. I mean, Latch's camp, is it?"
of course, if ther bullet goes where yer want it
"No; you'll have to go on a little further for
ter. I won't say that I could shoot straight that that," ou1· hero retorted coolly. "You were to
distance; but I calculate that I kin hit a man at meet them, I suppose, and help get the horses to
the place they were heading for?"
a hundred yards, all right."
"All right," answered the young deadshot. "I
The man stepped back to the boat. Wild did
reckon you'll do well enough. Now I'll tell you not ~top him, so he quickly got in and pushed off.
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"Just tell Jack Latch that you stopped at the
camp of Young Wild West through a mistake,"
our hero went on to say.
The men in the boat talked in low tones then,
but he· could not hear what they said. But it was
evident that they were glad to get away, for the
boat moved rapidly up the river now.
"I reckon we'll hear from the galoots now, if
we are going to before daylight, boys," said Wild,
addressing Jim and the peddler. "Jim, you can
turn in; Jonathan, you stay close to the camp
and keep your eyes open. I am going up to the
other camp and listen to what is said when those
galoots get there with the boat."
Then, without hardly waiting for a reply, the
young deadshot set out. It was easy for him to
get as close as he wanted to in the dark, and he
was soon behind a tree, within twenty feet of
the nearest of the villains in the camp. The boat
was heard coming just then, and the horse thieves
.sprang to their feet and rushed toward the river
bank. Wild followed them, and when the boat
landed he could hear the greetings that were exchanged. The boatmen lost no time in telling of
the mistake they had made; and then Jack Latch
exclaimed:
"Well, I reckon it's about time we settled with
them galoots! We have been waitin' all night,
but ther most of ther boys don't seem ter want
ter tackle 'em. They seem ter know that we
stole ther bronchos we've got with us, an' they've
been tryin' ter make it warm fur us ever since we
struck ther river."
"How many is there of 'em?" queried one of
the newcomers.
"Two boys, a man, some gals, an' a. couple of
heathen Chinese."
"An' they have been makin' it warm fur yeronly that many?"
"Well, yer see, ther boss of ther gang is a
young galoot named Young Wild West, an' he
seems ter be one of ther sort. what is bound ter
have things his own way. He's quicker than
lightnin' an' cooler than a cake of ice in ther
dead of winter."
"Is that so? Well, he must have been ther
galoot what was talkin' ter us, then. You bet
they had better be seen ter! Jest say ther word,
Jack an' we'll go over an' clean 'em out afore
, ter s1eep. "
we go
CHAPTER Vl.-A Stinging Defeat.
When he ,heard the remark of the villain who
had come up the river in the boat, Wild waited
to hear what Jack Latch would say. He was not
a bit surprised when the horse thief leader blurted out:
"I say ther wo1·d, Zack! Come on, boys!".
.
It was time to get back to the camp and let his
companions know what was up, so our hero
promptly departed from the spo~. He hurried on
noiselessly until he was a safe distance away, and
then he broke into a run.
"Get ready--everybody!" he exclaimed, as Jim
met him. "The galoots are coming right away.
There are just fifteen of them, and we must give
it to them good and strong the minute they open
fire on w. I reckon we'll soon make them sick."

Jim roused Charlie, and, hearing the noise,
Arietta awoke.
"What is it, Wild?" she called out softly from
the tent where the girls slept.
"They are coming after us, Et," was the reply.
"Get ready to do a little shooting."
The girl was soon out, rifle in hand. Then came
Anna and Eloise, similarly equipped. Jonathan
Hike had crouched behind the fallen tree, well in
the foreground, the barrel of his heavy rifle resting on the tree trunk. One thing about the man,
he seemed to be perfectly cool and ready for
business. Wild soon made his arrangements. Re
made the girls get in the safest possible spot,
and then placed Charlie and Jim near the peddler. The two Chinamen did not show themselves, but lay close to the ground in the tent,
where they could hardly be hit, unless the villains managed to get around to the other side of
the camp. When everything suited tho dashing
young deadshot, he started out to meet the hoi-se
thieves. .He was not going to let them approach
by any other direction than toward the fallen
tree, if he col,ll.d help it. But he soon found that
they were coming straight ahead along the riveibank.
There was no moon, but the stars were shining
brightly, and he could almost count them as they
came sneaking along. It was very little noise
that they made, which showed that they were
endeavoring to take those in the camp by surprise. Just why a band of men could act in that
cowardly and hard-hearted manner is hard to conceive; but it was plain that Jack Latch and his
men were none too good to stoop to the very lowest of criminal acts. The leader had stated that
he did not want to hurt the girls, yet he was
sneaking up for the very purpose of opening fire
on the little camp, which meant that the gfrls
would suffer, as well as the male members of the
party. But, thanks to the caution displayed by
Young Wild West, they were not to make a success of their fiendish move. They were destined
to receive a big surprise, and to suffer from the
movement, as well. Nearer they came, and when
he was sure that they meant to continue straight
along the river bank, Wild went back and got
behind the fallen tree. 'All hands could hear the
stealthy footfalls of the advancing men now, and
they were ready. No one spoke, not even in a
whispe1·. The next minute the villainous horse
thieves could be seen. They were venturing right
into open sight of the camp.
It would have been no more than right for Wild
and his partners to have opened fire on them
right then; but our hero never shot to kill unless
he was sure his or the lives of his :friends were
sorely threatened. The men advanced to within
thirty yards of the dead tree that had been pulled down to form a breastwork, and then they
halted.
"Don't fire until they do, boys!" whispered Wild.
"Take it easy, boys!"
A nod from each was the only reply he got.
The peddler showed, so :far, that he was made of
the right kind of material, and when our hero
saw him loosen his revolver that hung from his
right side he knew that he was getting ready to
use it in case the fight came to close quartel's,
One thing in favor of our friends was that the
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horse thieves possessed very few rifles. They
were depending mostly on their revolvers to do
the fiendish work they had planned. They held
a whispered conversation for a minute or two,
and then they began creeping toward the fallen
tree. Wild decided that it would be best to warn
them, since they were but giving them a show
to mow them down completely. Much to the surprise of his companions, as well as the creeping
scoundrels, he suddenly called out:
"Come a foot nearer, and there will be mighty
few of you to get away! You are trapped, you
scoundrels!"
Thexe was a short silence, and then an oath
1·ang out from the leader, followed by the com•
mand:
"Let em have it, boys!"
Crack! Crack-crack-cr_ack ! Cra-a-ack !
A volley of shots rang out, and the tents were
pierced by bullets.
"Fire!" shouted Wild. "They want it, so give
it to them!"
Crack! He fired, himself, as the last word left
his lips, and then it was that the rifles of Charlie
and Jim began cracking, while the loud report of
Jonathan's weapon spoke with deadly significance.
Yells and shl·ieks of anger and pain rent the air,
for the sneaking men had suffered by that one
volley. They crawled away and ran for cover,
some of them even dropping their weapons.
"Have you got enough, you hounds?''. W_ild
cried, in ringing tones. "Answer, or we W1l1- give
you some more!"
"Don't shoot no ,moTe !" came a shout from the
bush_~s. "Let up, Young Wild West!"
"Light out, then! Move quickly!"
Then receding footsteps could be heard, which
told better than words that they had enough of
it, for the time being, anyhow.
"It was rather tough on the galoots, but it had
to be done, boys," said Wild, when he was satisfied that the survivors had all left the scene. "I
reckon they'll know better the next time."
"Some of 'em won't," the scout answered laconically. "Some of 'em won't never k~ow nothin'
ag'in, fur t~ey've gone where ther wicked cease
from troublm' an' tber weary are at rest, as I
once Tead in a book about folks when they pass
in their chips. Whoopee! Wow! Hooray!"
They all joined with him in a cheer, for it'
seemed to be catching. It must have been galling to the defeated villains, too, but nothing was
heard from them in the way of a reto1-t.
"Well, girls, I reckon you can go to sleep
again," said Wild, a minute or so later. "I hardly think the galoots will come back, unless it be
to make terms with us and get the dead. I don't
know exactly, but I think that as many as five
went down when we opened fire on them."
"I know that one did, fur sure!" spoke up Jonathan Hike, shrugging his shoulders. ''I jest
made up my mind that I was goin' ter shoot _ter
kill, an' I did."
After a while the girls retired to the tent again,
but the rest remained up and on the watch. As
soon as it was light enough to distinguish objects at a distance, Jim climbed a tree and looked
over at the camp of the horse thieves. He saw
them lying wrapped in their blankets, for the
most pal't. Only two weTe sitting up awake. Jim
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counted them and found there were just ten of
them. This made our hero's guess right, when
he said as many as five went down. Jim descended the tree and Teported the result of his observations.
''Good!" exclaimed Wild. "I reckon they've g~t
enough, all right."
Wing was soon up and started in to get breakfast. Wild took a walk along the river bank to
see what the horse thieves were doing. He found
that they had started a fire, and were evidently
mal-9ng ready to leave as soon as they had their
breakfast. The boy had his rifle with him and,
holding it ready to fire a quick shot in case it
became necessaTy, he walked out into the open
and called out:
"Hello, there, you sneaking galoots!"
The villains turned as though they had been
shot at.
"I just want to tell you that you have got the
privilege to come and get the remains of the fi.ve
men who got their medicine last night," the daring young deadshot went on. "I am mighty so!'.}:Y
it happened, but it had to be done. You wanted
our lives, and it was necessary for us to shoot
to kill. You know what you are apt to get if you
try it again."
"All right, Young Wild West," a:aswered Jac]r
Latch, who had managed to escape unscathed.
"You're havin' your day now; but it'll be ours
some time. It's a long lane what ain't got no
turn, yer know."
"I wouldn't make any threats, if I were you.
If you'Te wise, you'll take the stolen hoTses back
somewhe1·e near where they belong, and then light
out for parts unknown. You know what the fate
of horse thieves generally is, I reckon."
"Never you mind about givin' out any advice.
We'll take our chances, ther same as we've always
done."
"Suit yourselves."
Wild walked back, not failing to keep an eye
on the villains, for he knew that they must be
eager to get a sly shot at him. He got back to
the camp and told his friends what he had done,
and then they waited to see if the villains would
come for the bodies. In a very few minutes they
did, and, without saying anything, they picked
them up and bore them away.
"I feel better now," Jim declared. "The bushes
hid them from sight, but I knew they were there,
and such things are not pleasant to have around
close to you."
They all agreed with him on this. The breakfast was soon ready, and as soon as it was over
with our friends got ready to move.
"We must try and Teach the fort some time this
afternoon," said Wild. "I suppose the colonel is
waiting for us. Though he does not know about
what time we will arrive, he will no doubt be
looking for us."
"Don't yer think them rascals will go fur us
afore we git there?" Jonathan Hike asked uneasily.
"Nfaybe they will; but we've got rifles emmgh
to keep them at a safe distance, I reckon," was
the reply.
"All right, then. I calculate that you know
your business, Young Wild West."
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"If he don't, there ain't nobody as does," Cheyenne Charlie declared.
Wild knew that the fort lay almost straight up
the river, so they must either pass the horse
thieves or follow them, in ease they went that
way.
"It is hardly likely that they will go very close
to the fort, though," he said, in talking it over.
"They are not apt to take stolen horses that way."
"That's right," nodded the scout, who was ever
ready to agree with the boy.
They we1·e not long in getting ready to start,
and when the jewelry peddler harl hitched up hls
team of mules our hero mounted his horse a11d
rode ahead to see where the horse thieves we!·e.
He found that they had just got on the move and
were following the trail alollg the bank of t 11e
river. He rode back and gave the word for the
rest to come on and soon he was riding at the
head of the little column, with Arietta at his s:.d~.
Jonathan Hike rode along in the rem, with the
two Chinamen. They all kept just about a mile
behind the horse thieves, and just an hour after
they started they came in sight of a small ranch
close to the river bank. This was the destination
of the horse thieves, beyond a doubt.

CHAPTER VIL-Hike and Hop Go to Ranch.
There was a small g-rowth of cottonwoods rirrhl
where Young Wild West and h's friends came in
sight of the ranch, and there 1Jeing an open
sh-etch ahead, they decided to halt there for a
· whil~ and see if the horse thieves really were
heading for. the ranch,
"Just keep far enoug-h back among the trees
so they can't see us," cautioned Wild. "'\Ve can
watch 'them :inetty well from here, I reckon. That
little :ranch is not more than a mile and a half
away, and the villains are almost to it now."
They waited a few minutes and then thev saw
the gang met by two men, who were evi<!e11tly
from the little ranch. Trere was a halt for a
few minutes and then the bronchos were driven
to an enclosure not far from the house.
"Well, them g-aloots the1·e is receivin' stolen
goods, all right," Cheyenne Charlie remarked. "I
reckon that means that they are as bad as ther
thieves."
"Just as bad, if they know the horses were
stolen," Jim .answered.
"It is auite probable that they belong to the
gang," Wild said.
Just then they heard the i:plaRhing of oars,
and, turning their gaze upon the river, they saw
the boat that had visited them the night before
going rapidly up the stream. There were two
men in it, and they were working for all they
were worth to get past our friends, they no doubt
knowing- they were there. The fact was that
neither Wild nor any of the rest had thought anything about the boat when they took the trail that
morning. They seldom saw such things as boats,
anvhow and as all the surviving horse thieves
ha~l be~n in the camp when Wild took a look at
them, and gave them a little advice, he had not
brought the boat to mind.
The little craft must have been under the cover
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of the trees on the banlt w,,en t"ey pas,e'l it_ and
now, since it was Ro near the ra .. ch, t ,(; two men
in it were doing their best to get pas;, cur friends
v·ithout be.ng- i,1terfel'ed with. The river happe:,ed to he pretty , ·ide :ust he,·c, but the bo:1t
,vas certn.:nly ~,,·:~hi::i easy s.1oo~i.1g ct~tance, in
rp'te of t'.11s fact. Cheyenne Char: c raised his
1ifle.
'·S'posc J 111'cot a hole through that thbg, below ther w,1tc·, l"n°, ,·:ild '?" he suggested.
"No," ,~-a~ tl:c reply. '"I'hn-4- ,~·ot.1ld not si;1k
the boa\ aT?yh0· , Ar:.d ;,,., they ~·re not interfering with UR l~t t:1e;11 ,yo. 'We have got some
livelv work ahead of us, and we ,vill let them be
the first to start it ~oinr·. I i~ave an idea that
ranch is run o, a cr0okc[l ras s, :.me! that means
that it is nothb, · more or ]<>-;~ t'.1an a man-trap.
Tf it is the l:e::d('!'·n,·tcrs of .Ja"k T,atch a,nd his
garg. that can ':::, t·•":e-, for rrn.nted, .for they are
a set of unprincip'rcl mc:1, a::,c] h'lve sh.own olainly tllat they wou'cl not hrsi'·ate to ccmrrit any
sort of a c 'i1Ytc. ]\1st talc, it easy, Charlie."
"All right," said he. "I was thinkin' how surprised them two r,;aloots wo··lcl be if they was
tc:r find ther v;at':!r' runnin' in ther b:!lat after I
shot."
"Yes, but not er:ouP.·h would run in to swamp
the boat. Charl:e. A bullet hole makes a m:ghty
small leak."
"Net in a tin pail. trough."
Th') $€out g-rinned when he said this.
"The two rren are not in a tin pail, Charlie,"
spoke up Awna. "Your eyes ar:, nO't deceiving
you, arc they?"
"I reckon rot rral. I3;J.t !'ever mind. Wild
krcws what'~ Hh:i.'. I've g-ot ter have my little
say now an' then; it comes nat:ural ter me."
"V/ell," said <'Ur hero, after a rat:1er lengthy
pause, durbg , hich he was tak:ng in the surroundings, "I reckon we may as well make up
our mind to sto"l here fo-r a while. If we attempt to ride pa;;t that house we will be attacked,
beyond a doubt. And that means that some of us
would likely be hit. We must g·o past there in
order to reach Fort Apache, or go around miles
out of our way. Even then the horse thieves
would follow us an<l try to put us out of business.
So the only thi11g· I can see to do is to l'emain
here for a while and try to solve the problem.
Strategy will work better than fighting whlle on
the run, I think."
The boy's partners nodded to this. They were
heartily in accord with llim, anyhow. But Jonathan Hike seemed a little troubled.
"It looks a/3 though I was in fur ther worst
time of my life," he declared, shaking his head.
"I wish I was safe out of this. Not that I ain't
willin' ter fight, fur I'll do my best at that. But
it seems ter me that we're hard ag'in trouble
that's of a mighty serious nature. I calculate
that ther result will be that I won't have no
watches an' jewelry left ter sell by ther time I
git out of this scrape."
The peddler's remark g-ave Wild an idea.
"See here, Jonathan," he said quickly. "Suppose you take some of the cheapest of your stuff
and go on to the ranch, making out th..i.t you have
left us and want to find customers? If they do
take what you have got, it won't amount to a
great deal. I'll keep your money for you, so you
0
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won't lose that, I'll guarantee. You can take 1:.i:vp
with you, and make out that he has concluded to
work for you. He will find out just how things
are located at ihe house, and then he will manage to let us know about it. What do you say?"
·'Do you think that'll be a good plan, Mr.
VI est?"
"Yes. I am quite sure that the vlllains won't
harm you. They might clean you o~t of your
jewelry; but what's that compared with having
.
,
your life in jeopardy?"
"Nothin'!" answel'ed Jonathan. "l ll do Jest
as you say. Leave it ter me ter tell a good story
that they'll believe. I'll go on jest as soon as
you say ther word."
"Well go right now, then. I haven't the least
doubt b~t that Hop can fool them, if you can't.
He won't be long in getting back and letting us
know the situation. If he disappears you must
condemn him and call him a traitor. That will
let you out all right."
"Good! I'll let yer have what money I've got
right away. I s'pose I'll have ter keep a little
bit or they'll think it sorter strange."
•1Yes keep a little, and if you feel as though
you ought to be paid for what you lose, I'll see
to it that you are. That's fair enough, I reckon."
"That sartinly is fair, Young Wild West."
Jonathan counted out the money hi'! had with
him which amounted to something slightly over
s;x hundred dollars, and as he handed it to Wild
he said:
"I reckon it won't be out of place if ye,' give a
little receipt fu1· that. There's no teUin' what
.
.
,
might happen, yer know."
"Certainly," replied our hero. 'Business IS
business, as the saying goes."
"An' while you're doin' it, jest put on ther papei· that you're holdin' some watches an' jewelry
of mine which is te1· be given ter me when I demand them, along with ther money."
.
.
"All right."
Wild smiled at the man's way of wantmg It
done but he quickly complied with his request.
Ther{ the peddler removed nearly the entire cont ents of the box under the seat and turned the
stuff over to our hero. Meanwhile Hop was getting ready for the little ride in the buckboard to
the ranch house. He did not have much to get
ready, but he was le'.'lving his money in the ~ecret
pockets he had in l11s saddlebags and selectmg a
few of the home-made fireworks he sometimes
used to upset the plans of villains.
"Me allee leady, Misler Jonathan," he said, before the peddler himself was ready.
"All right," was the retort. "Jest help me
hitch up, an' we'll be off. Yer understand, nowme an' you has quit Young Wild West's party,
'cause we don't like ther way they're actin'. You
uncterstancl ?"
"Me undelstand, so be. Me tellee um men allee
'boutee velly muchee quickee."
"Don't worry about him, Jonathan," said Wild.
"If vou do your part as well as he does his, there
won't be any doubt about the plan succeeding.
Hop may be only a heathen Chinee, but he knows
a thing or two, and he can fool the very best of
them."
In a few minutes thA }:w,>l-J.,.....,.., -<>.S ready, and -
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taking their places on the seat, the two drove off,
the mules on a smart trot.
. "If somethin' don't happen to that little house
over there afore this thing is through, I'll jest
eat my hat!" exciaimed the scout, as a grin appeared on his tanned and weather-beaten visage.
"That heathen has g·ot two or three of them big
firecrackers he makes with him, an' if he can't
git away no other way, he'll blow up ther blamed
shanty."
"He will no doubt make good use of the things
he has got with him, if it becomes necessary,"
Wild answered.
They watched the buckboard as it neared 'the
house, and it was not long before they saw a
crowd standing at the door, waiting for it to
come up. Hop and the peddler were sitting calmly
on the seat, just as though they had not the least
doubt but that they would be welcomed in a hospitable way. And they were, top·, as far as our
friends could tell from the cottonwood grove.
They saw the outfit come to a stop near the
house, and then after a while the two went into
the house with the villains.
"Now, the'n, what's next on ther programme,
Wild?" the scout asked.
It was just then that our hero happened to look
off , to the left. What he saw caused him to give
a start of surprise. Riding out of the woods, a
mile to the south of the house, was a band of
Tndians!
CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains at the Ranch.
Wild was right when he thought that those
living at the house were allies of the horse
thieves. The little ranch was really the headquarters of the gang, which had been operating
successfully in their line of business for over
two months. The herd of bronchos the villains
had with them had been stolen from a- ranchman
who had sold them to the Gove111ment and was
to deliver them to Fort Apache. But the thieves
came the night before and took them away, and,
instead of going on to the fort, they were now
at Jenkins' Ranch. Jenkins was also a dealer in
horses, and it was his intentions to sell the stolen
bronchos as soon as possible and divide up with
his men, who were supposed to be simply cowboys
working for him.
He knew where he could find a customer for
the herd, so that part of it was not to be worried
about. The three men who had come up the
river in the boat the night before had gone down
that morning for the purpose of meeting the
gang that had gone after the bronchos. They had
gone too far, and on their way back they had
come in contact with Young Wild West and his
friends. Counting the boss of the ranch, there
were eighteen of the villains, all told, before the
attack was made on the camp of our friends.
Now there were but thirteen. When Jack Latch
got · to the ranch and reported what had happened to Jenkins, there was a general feeling of
uneasiness about the ranch. The ranch house was
situated about a hundred yards from the river,
and there was quite a big hill between them,
which enth-ely shielded ti.- Plllldings: frow sight
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from any one who might be going up or down
the stream, or riding on the other side.
Just why the house and buildings had been
erected in the hollow was hard to iell, but the
only direction they could be seen from was from
down the trail, where our friends were waiting.
The ranch lay on the south side of the river, and
a mile beyond it in that direction was a big patch
of timber. Fort Apache lay forty miles farther
on, almost due east, and very near the source of
that tributary of the river. There was not much
stock on the ranch, and what there was consisted
chiefly of a mixed breed. It so happened that
none of the bronchos that had been stolen bore
the brand of the man who had raised them. They
were to be stamped with the Government brand
as soon as they were turned over to those in
charge at the fort. The thieves meant that they
should be sold to the Government later on, for
they had managed it so they could make it appear that the theft had been committed by the
Apaches who were taking part in the uprising.
But for them coming across Young Wild West
and his friends, they would have had plain sailing, they figured. But they never once stopped
to think that if they had acted decently toward
them they would have hardly been suspected of
being horse thieves. That was not taken into
consideration at all. The whole blame was
placed upon the dashing young deadshot, because
he had merely stuck up for his rights. Things
were in a rather unsettled state at the ranch
when the discovery was made that a mule team
was ap,proaching. Then the villains forgot their
uneasiness for the time and waited to find out
what it means, Hardy, who was one of the survivors, was the only man who had seen the buckboard at the camp of our friends, and as soon as
it got near enough, he not only recognized the
outfit, but both those in it.
"They're from Young Wild West's gang, sure!"
he exclaimed. "I seen that Chinaman there, an'
that galoot with ther linen coat on was there,
too. I reckon somethin' funny has happened ter
'em or they wouldn't light ou-t an' come here."
"We'll soon find out what's up," answered Jenkins. "Jest wait! I reckon we ain't afraid of
them two galoots doin' us any harm, anyhow."
"I reckon not!" and Jack Latch laughed at the
idea of such a thing.
The mules came straight to the house, Jonathan driving as though it was an important position he held.
"How are yer, gents?" he called out. "I've
come over ter see if yer want ter buy anything
in ther line of watches or jewelry."
"What's that, you sick-lookin' galoot?" cried
Jack Latch, who had made up his mind to clean
the man out without waiting long about it. "You
have got watches ter sell, eh?"
"Yes, an' mighty good ones, too. I've only got
three of 'em left, but they're all warranted. I
made up my mind I wouldn't stay with Young
Wild West's crowd any more, 'cause ther feller
called Cheyenne Charlie thought it was funny ter
shoot one of my watches with his pistol an' then
not ter pay fur it."
The peddler produced the watch that had been
hit by the scout's bullet the day before, and that
·was where he gained a foothold with the vii-

lains. They all looked at the ruined timepiece,
some of them grinning, while others shook their
heads, as though they thought it was a shame to
treat the man that way. Hop sat smiling at the
men, not getting out of the wagon when Jonathan did.
"So yer thought yer would quit that company,
eh?" said Jenkins, nodding his approval. "How
about ther heathen? Did he think that way,
too?"
"Yes, an' he oughter think that way!" answered
the peddler, shaking his head decisively. "Why,
he was holdin' that watch in his hand when Cheyenne Charlie shot at it! And then, jest because
ther Chinee got hold of a little whisky I happened ter have an' go~ a little drunk from it they
goes an' chucks him in ther river, same as they
done ter that feller there."
He pointed at Hardy, who scowled at the recollection of the occurrence.
"Young Wild West told me if I didn't like ther
way I was bein' treated, I had better light out,
an' when ther Chinee wanted ter come with me
he jest told him ter come on, an' hurry uy, as
he wasn't no good, anyhow. We was both afraid
that they'd shoot off our hats, oi- somethin' like
that, afore we got here, but it 'pears that they
didn't. They could have done it all right, fur I
never seen sich shootin' as they kin do, in all
my life. It ain't only Young Wild West, eithe1·.
His pards is nigh as good, an' them three gals
kin make lead fly like anything, an' hit ther mark
every time."
Jack Latch nodded as though he believed the
story.
"Come on in ther house, an' we'll have a look
at what you've got ter sell," he said.
Jonathan and Hop walked in, appar-ently as innocent as a couple of lambs being led to the
slaughter. Once inside, the peddler produced his
small stock and the villains crowded around the
table he placed it on.
"I reckon I want one of them watches an' that
big pin," said Latch, as he picked up the articles
mentioned. "You take a watch, Boss Jenkins;
then ther boys kin chuck dice fur ther other one.
I reckon ther peddler don't care if we don't pay
him fur 'em!"
"Hey!" cried Jonathan, makinl?'~ut that he was
much surprised. "I calculate that I want thfrty
dollars apiece fur ther three watches."
"Well, keep right on calculatin', then. I reckon
you'll never git a cent out of this crowd. Ha, ha,
ha!"
CHAPTER IX.-Indians.
"Hop," said the peddler, looking at the Chinaman and nodding his head, "I calculate that
Young Wild West was right, afte1· all. He said
these here men was no good, an' that they'd rob
if we come here."
"Lat allee samee light," Hop answered, shaking his head sadly. "But Melican mans no lob
poor Chinee. Me gottee no money, so be."
"So Young Wild West said we would rob yer,
did he?" que1·ied Jack Latch, as he looked at the
pair keenly.
"He sartinly did," Jonathan answered. "But I
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allowed that he wasn't talkin' jest right. I
knowed he didn't like you fellers, an' he said as
how yer was goin' ter try an' lay out him an'
ther rest. Of course, I didn't know which was in
ther wrong-you folks or them. Last night, when
all that shootin' was goin' on, I was keepin' as
mum as an oyster. I wasn't goin' ter take no
part. But they sartinly did lay you fellers out,
jest ther same. That was sartinly ther worst
I've seen in my time. I never did like ter see
killin' done, an' it sorter made me think that I
oughter git out an' git somewheres where there
was civilized people. I did allow that maybe
you fellers wasn't half as black as yer was painted, an' when I told ther Chinee I was goin' ter
leave them people an' jine in with you fur a
while, he was glad ter come. We wouldn't dare
ter go back now, 'cause they wouldn't have us.
Young Wild West said as how when a feller once
made up hls mind that he didn't like hls company he must steer clear of him fur all time."
Jonathan spoke in such an earnest way that
the villains were completely deceived.
"See here," spok-e up Jenkins, as he put his
hand on the man's shoulder. "Did yer hear Young
Wild West say that we was horse thieves-I
mean, Jack Latch an' ther men who was with
him?"
"Yes, he said he was listenin' to yer talkin',
an' that Jack Latch said so himself."
"Did you believe it when he told that?"
"How did I know what ter believe? They was
strangers ter me, an' they wouldn't buy a cent's
worth of me. Then that big feller, what thinks
he's so smart, had ter go an' shoot that watch,
which was worth fifty dollars of any man's money, providin' he was willin' ter pay that much
fur a timepiece. I tell yer, gentlemen, I don't
know what ter make of this. Young Wild West,
he jest says: 'Go on an' jine in with the1· galoots,
if yer want ter. They'll soon skin yer out of
what you've got, an' don't ye1· furgit it! But it'll
be a good thing, as we don't want no man what's
afraid ter pull a trigger ter help us hangin'
a1·ound here!' That's what he said, didn't he,
Hop?"
"Lat allee samee whatee Young Wild West
say!" Hop declared readily,
"Well, Young Wild West told yer a lie when he
said that. vVe ain't nothin' but honest men-a
little rough in our ways, maybe; an' we're goin'
ter pay ye1· fur anything we buy. As yer ain't
in no hurry ter go on, jest take it easy till we
find out which of ther men is goin' ter have that
there other watch. What's ther lowest you'll
take fur 'em'?"
"Twenty-five dollars apiece, bein's I struck
some good honest men," answered the peddler
quickly.
"Doyer think they're worth that much?"
"They're worth mo1·e, mister. I know a man
in Indianny, where I come from, who would give
a thousand dollars jest to see one of them watches,
let alone buy it."
"He must be a fool, then," retorted the rascally
ranchman.
"No, he ain't. He's got as much sense as I
have."
"An' he'd give a thousand dollars jest te1· look
at one of these watches?" queried Jack Latch
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incredulously. "He must hav9 so much money
that he don't know what ter do with it."
"No, he ain't, mister; he'd have mighty h~rd
work ter raise ther thousand, but he'd do it, jest
as hard."
"What sort of a galoot is he, then?"
"He's blind! Been that way since he was seventeen years old."
"Oh!"
The villains looked at each other, but Jonathan
never cracked a srp.ile. Hop, however, grinned
and shook his head, as though he thought that
was a cruel joke. The Chlnaman could understand English better than he could speak it, and
there was little that he heard that he did not
understand.
"The peddler is a mighty smart galoot, boys,"
said Jenkins. "I reckon he'll be willin' ter throw
off a little more on ther watches when we git
ready ter settle up with him. Go ahead an' throw
dice fur ther watch."
One of the men got a set of dice and the throwing began at once, Hop and Jonathan being interested spectators. A single throw, and count the
spots, was the way they did it, and the watch was
soon won by the man named Zach, who had been
in the boat the night before.
"Now, then," observed Jack Latch, "jest put all
ther jewelry on ther table an' we'll buy yer out,
Mister What's-Your-Name."
"My name is Hike-Jonathan Hike," corrected
the peddler quickly.
But he put everything he had on the table, and
as fast as the men priced the articles he answered. In less than ten minutes all his goods
were sold, though he had seen no money as yet.
Of course, he did not expect to see any, but he
made out that he did.
"You jest make out ther bill an' I'll settle it
afore yer go," said Latch, grinning at him. "I
reckon I'm good fur ther amount."
"I'll make it out right away, then," said Jonathan. "Give me a pen an' piece of paper, will
yer?"
"Here's a pencil. That will do, I reckon," said
Jenkins; and he handed it over, along with a
piece of white paper that he tore from a blank
book.
·
Jonathan quickly made out a bill, cha;·ging
about five hund1·ed per cent. profit on the goods.
Latch took it and placed it in his pocket.
"I'll pay yer afor e yer p-o away," he said.
"All right," answered the peddler. "I ain't
goin' ter stay very long."
"Oh, don't be in any hurry. Stay till after dinner, anyhow."
"Thank yer; I will."
It was just then that a volley of shots sounded
right close to the house and several bullets came
through the windows. But 1 for a wonder, no one
was hit. A fierce yell sounded and the men rushed for their rifles.
"Injuns!" cried Jack Latch. "Look out, boys!"
Hop promptly threw himself on the floo1· and
got under the table that was in the 1·00111. The
men including Jonathan, hurriedly g·ot out of
range of the windows. Latch, who was a nervy
sort of a fellow, ran for the rear of the house. He
peeped through a window there and saw that the
building was almost surrounded by painted
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Apaches. Suddenly his face lighted up, fol' he
1·ecognized one of them as a young chief he had
befriended but a short time before.
"Hello, Bull Foot! Hello! Don't shoot! I'm
your friend, Jack Latch!" he yelled at the top of
his voice.
The redskin heard him and it was well fo!' them
that he did, for the red fiends were ready to rush
up and b1·eak down the doors. The Indian chief
uttered a cry that was for the purpose of calling
his braves to · him, and instantly there was a
change in the situation.
"Don't shoot, boys!" called out Latch, his voice
xinging through the house. "Ther chief is a
friend of mine, I reckon this is mighty good
luck, instead of bad. Hooray!"
Then he opened the doo1· and dashed outside,
and the next minute he was shaking hands with
the Apache chief.
. "Ugh!" exclaimed Bull Foot, as he was called.
"Me make heap much mistake. No know my paleface brother in house. Apaches on warpath; want
scalps; know palefaces in house; come quick!"
That was the way he apologized but it was
'enough to satisfy all hands just then. There
were about thirty of the Indians, and they all
looked pretty fierce with their warpaint on.
Jack Latch certainly had a big pull with the
chief for Bull Foot made a little speech to his
followers in his own language, and there were
grunts and nods of approval from them. Then
Latch called the chief aside and had a rather
long talk with him, in which he told how Young
Wild West and his friends were but a short <listance away, and that he wanted them slain, as
they were his deadly enemies. Of course, the
chief was ready to tacl<le the job. But it so hap~
pened that he knew of Young Wild West and his
partners, and he was not going to attack them
openly in the daylight.
"Young Wild West shoot heap much str~ight,"
he said. "Paleface boy kill every time."
"That's all right, Bull Foot. But they mustn't
be allowed to git away "
"No got away. Apa~es will soon fix."
Though the wily chief was afraid to face our
friends himself, he was not afraid to risk the
lives of some of his braves, so calling ten of them
he instructed them to ride around so they could
get behind the grove of cotton-woods, where they
were located.
"If palefaces make fight shoot from behind
trees," he said. "Then we soon fix."
The detachment of redskins at once mounted
their mustangs and rode away toward the woods
again. This was done to . throw oui:- friends ,ofl'
their guard, but the redskins were simply gomg
1o turn towao'd them the moment they reached the
cove1· of the timber.
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"I reckon they'll git there without ther galoots
knowin' a thing about it," said Cheyenne Charlie,
shaking his head uneasily. 'l>fher chances is that
some of them galoots will go under in about three
minutes from now, an' Hop an' ther peddler galoot might be among 'em."
It was a thrilling sight to see the redskins r.iding_ :UP, for they were unquestionably bent upon
makmg an attack on the ranch house. Every indication pointed that way.
When they swung off and began to approach
the house in a thin line Wild knew it would soon
begin. Presently the red fiends dismounted, for
they had found that there was no one watching
them, and then they crept up close and fired the
volley, as the reader knows.
"There!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "I reckon that did some damage. They'll clean out that
·
gang in short order now."
But what was his surprise when he saw hostilities suddenly cease!
"Something has happened," he said, shaking
his head in a puzzled way. "The Apaches are
making friends with the men, if I can see
straight. That's rather odd, especially after that
volley was fired by them."
"Most likely they've found that ther galoots
was friends of theirs," the scout answered.
"It must be something like that," Jim hastened
to say.
They watched and ·waited, and finally they saw
ten of the redskins riding back toward the timber they had seen them emerge from.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild. "I know what is up
now. The redskii1s have become allies of Jack
Latch and his gang, and they are coming for us
now. I r eckon we had better get ready for some
lively work."
He looked back over the trail that 1·an along
the edge of the river, but there was no better
~lace to make a stand th&.n where they were at
that moment. The trees were pretty close together and would afford them pretty good protection. Besides, all around them save where the
river coursed on its way, was open, so that they
could pick off the Indians if they chose to come
up close enough to permit it.
"I reckon this will do, boys," said our hero to
Cha1·lie and Jim. "We'll just fix up a place to
rrotect the girls a little, and then we'll wait for
the red fiends."
There was a little gully through which a small
stream flowed into the river, right in the very
center of the group of cottonwoods, and this
would form an excellent :retreat for the girls,
providing they kept their heads low. But Wild
and his partners improved on this by rolling some
stones and a big log to the edge of it.
"There yer are!" exclaimed the scout. "I reckon we kin all git down here, if it comes to ther
worst. But there wasn't more than ten or twelve
of ther red galoots what rode off to ther woods,
CHAPTER X.-The Ski,;rmish with the Apaches. an' if only that many comes, I reckon we'll soon
'tend ter 'em. They won't be long in gittin' satWhen Young Wild West and bis friends saw the isfied."
"You're right on that, Charlie," Wild answered.
band of Indians riding straight for the ranch
house they could easily tell that the red fiends "But if we drive them away, it is quite likely the
meant to make an attack on it. Our friends rest will come, and the horse thieves will be with
watched the band as it rode toward the house, and them. Then it will be rather interesting, I
think."
they were more than interested.
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Jim ascended one of the trees and took a look
around. Everything was quiet at the house now,
and he could see Indians and whites mixing, as
though on very friendly te1·ms. But he could not
see the forms of Hop or the peddler anywhere.
The distance was too great for this, without the
aid of a glass, though he could have easily distinguished the Chinaman had he seen him. He
remained up the tree for fully ten minutes, and
then, just as he was going to descend, he caught
a glimpse of the Indians away off to the left.
They had emerged into an open space that was
over a mile away, and he could see that they
were pursuing a direction that was parallel with
the river. He descended the tree and told what
he had seen.
"Oh, they are coming here; that is certain,"
Wild said. "Give them a little more time and
we'll see them."
He was right in this, for it was not more than
ten minutes later when they saw the redskins
suddenly appear over a rise back on the trail
they had passed over after breaking camp. The
Al!)aches were coming boldly, too, as though they
were not the least afraid of the palefaces they
knew to be in the little grove of cottonwoods.
"Don't shoot until they do," said Wild. "Give
them all the chance in the world. The closer they
get to us, the less chance they will have to get
away, if they try anything ba-d on ~s."
It was not long before the redskrns had succeeded in getting the position they wanted. Then
the sharp report of a rifle rang out, and Charlie
heard the hum of a bullet as it cut the air a
couple of feet above his head. The scout could
see the one who had fired, and it was scarcely a
second later when his rifle sounded. At the same
time a redskin leaped to his feet, ran a few steps,
and then staggered and fell, to rise no more.
"That's one Jess!" exclaimed the scout, his eyes
flashing. "Keep it up, you copper-colored va1·mints! This is a game I understand putty well, I
reckon."
Crang-crang ! Two rifle reports sounded so
close together that it almost appeared to be one
shot, and the bullets lodged in the t:cee Charlie
was crouching behind. He had been selected as
a target by two of them, it seemed. Crang!
Wild fired now, and another of them went down.
Crang-erang! Jim Dart let go at them, and
Charlie followed suit. Each shot told.
"That makes four," said the scout grimly. "I
reckon they won't keep it up much longer."
But the remaining redskins were rendered desperate now, and they opened fire all together, and
for the next two minutes hot lead was sizzling
Our
through the little grove of cottonwoods.
friends fired again, but the Apaches cowered so
low in the sand that only one got hit this time.
It was Wild's shot that had done it, too, for he
had made sure before pulling the trigger of his
rifle. That settled it, as far as that gang went.
The remaining redskins now were seen sneaking
for their horses.
"Come on, boys!" cried Wild. "They started it,
so we will keep them going a little now. Don't
fire any more unless they do, but give them chase
and worry them a bit."
Rifles in hand, our hero and his two partners
started to run for the 1·etreating Indians. They
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had scarcely left the g-rove when the girls, who
had 1·isen to watch the chase, suddenly heard a
stealthy footfall behind them. They turned in
time to see three men there, with leveled revolvers. One of the trio was Jack Latch and the
fiendish smile on his face told how elated he was
at finding the girls alone in the little gully.
"Jest try ter glt away or touch a gun, an'
you'll die, the1· same as though yer was snakes!"
hissed the villainous leader. "Boys, ther one
with ther yaller hair is ther gal we want. Git
her an' light out with her while I keep the others from lettin' Young Wild West an' his pards
know what's goin' on. Hurry up now! If she
puts up a fight, jest treat her the same as though
she was a dangerous man!"
Arietta strove to turn her revolver on the villains, in spite of the threats. but she was too late.
The two villains seized and disarmed her in a
jiffy, and the next moment she was being borne
bodily from the spot. But she let out a scream
just then that caused Wild and his pa1·tners to
start back for the grove in a hurry. Anna and
Eloise were too much frightened to cry out, so
they stood stock-still in their tracks until Jack
Latch turned and fled through the bushes. Then
they let out a combined shriek for help.

CHAPTER XL-Arietta at the Ranch.
It was Jack Latch, of course, wl10 had schemed
to steal Arietta from the grove of cottonwoods.
'I'he ten Indians had not been gone long when he
thought of it, and then he at once laid his plans
to do it. He selected the villains called Hardy
and Tom to go with him, and they held themselves ready to ride down the moment the redskins attacked the grove.
"They'll be too busy fightin' them Injuns ter
look this way," Latch said, nodding in a positive
way. "We'll be able ter sneak up an' git ther
gal. Just remember! It's ther one with ther
yaller hair I want. There ain't no use in tryin'
ter git any more'n one, fur that would most likely spile ther whole game. We'll just center on
one, an' yer kin bet we'll come putty nigh ter
gittin' her, too!"
The villain would surely have won the bet if
he had made it, for he certainly had great luck in
carrying out his villainous scheme. When Wild
and his partners started to chase the fleeing
Apaches, no better opportunity could have been
given the villains. They had got close to the
edge @f the little grove without the knowledge of
our friends, and it was easy for them to dismount
and crawl up close to the gully. Arietta's hands
were caught with a looped piece of rope and a
knot was drawn about her wrists in a hurry, thus
rendering her powerless to do anything. The
two men who had her quickly got her to the waiting horses, one of them got in the saddle and
had her handed up to him. It was just then that
Latch made his appearance.
"Let her scream all she wants ter!" he exclaimed. "They can't catch us now, boys. Ther
distance is too short. We'll git ahead of yer,
Tom, an' then you kiI! hold ther gal so they won't
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dare ter shoot, fur fear of hittin' her. A way we range figbtin', an' they're wastin a whol~ lot of
lead that way."
go now!"
"I'm mighty glad you fellers come out all right,
He leaped into the saddle, and then they rode
o:fl' at a gallop. They got easily two or three anyhow."
"But we didn't come out all right, Boss Jenhundred yards from the grove before Young
Wild West and his partners returned. The re- kins !" and the face of Latch turned reel with
treating Indians, seeing the suqden turn of af- rage as he thought of the fate of Hardy.
"Yel' didn't? Why, yer got ther gal yer went
fairs, mounted their ponies and came galloping
toward the grove. As far as it was from them, after."
"Yes; but poor Hardy got his medicine as we
they had heard the sc1·eam of the girl, and they
were wise enough to readily understand that their was ridin' away."
"What!"
white allies were at work. They began firing as
The ranchman was much surprised to hear this.
they circled before the grove, lying close to tne
"Yes; it wa,; Young Wild West what shot him,
sides of their ponies, in true Apache fashion.
This so disconcerted our hero that he hesitated. most likely. He wanted me, but he couldn't get
He knew that if he set out in pursuit of Arietta, a bead on me, I reckon. I was too sma11; ter
Charlie and Jim could probably hold the redskins allow that."
Bull Foot gave a grunt, and, looking at Latch,
off· but could he overtake the three scoundrels?
He' knew that he could not. Once he raised his said:
"Palefaces shoot Apache braves?"
rifle to shoot the horse that Arietta was on, but
"I don't know, Chief," was the reply. "I could
he lowered it again. Such a move might result
in hurting her badly, as he knew she could not not see. V,/e wasn't around on that side, yer
use her hands to save herself from the fall that know."
"Bull Foot find out pretty soon. If Young- Wild
would result. But he could shoot at the others,
as smart as they thought they were in getting West shoot Apaches, he will die at the stake!"
"He'll die afore he ever gits ter a stake, Chief,
ahead. Wild tried hard to draw a bead on Jack
Latch for he recognized the villainous leader: but if I kin only draw a bead on him!"
"Catch Young Wild West alive-make him
he mi:naged to keep pretty well hidden from vi~w.
•
But with Hardy it was different. He showed lnm- burn!"
"All right. If you say so, it will be that way.
self plainly and the next moment the dashing
young dead~hot pressed the trigger of his Win- Anyhow, we know he won't git away now. We've
chester. Crang! As the report rang out Hardy got his little gal, an' he'll never leave her."
Arietta had been placed on a chair, and she
threw up his hands, uttered a gasping cry, and
slid from the back of his horse. Jack Latch :ut- sat near enough to hear the conversation.
"You are right," she spoke up. "Young Wild
tered a horrible oath when he realized what had
happened. The man just shot had been one .. of West will never leave me in your power. He will
bis warmest supporters, and he hated to lose lum. find a way to save me. You may think you l1ave
Villains can think a great deal of each other, just everything your own way, but you'll soon find out
the same as honest people, and there was a sort your mistake."
of tie existing between the two that was as strong
as brotherly love.
"That means death fur you, gal!" shrieked the
CHAPTER XII.-Cavalrymen Arrive.
scoundrel turning and shaking his revolver at
helpless Arietta. "Young Wild West has killed
Wild and his partners had their hands full in
my pard, an' I'm goin' ter. kill you ter pay fur ' i~! dodging the buUets of the redskins now. They
Jest wait! If we only git yer to ther ranch, 1t really did dodge them, for every time one of the
will be all up with yer! You'll die a horrible Apaches fired they jerked their heads behind the
death, as sure as you're held on ther back of trees they were crouching at. But as soon as the
that horse by Tom there!"
sixth one fell the redskins withdrew.
Arietta heard him and understood his words, in
"I reckon that will be about enough for the.
i,pite of the clattering of the horses' hoofs. She present," our hero said. "Now, boys, we must
ow that his face looked as though he had sud- find a way to save Arietta."
denly been transformed into a fiend, too. But
Charlie and Jim nodded. Neither of them had
the gil'l did not faint, or come near it. She was a suggestion to make, So they remained silent.
too brave for anything like that. Her wide ex"What are you going to do, Wild?" Anna asked,
perience with all sorts of danger enabled her to her voice trembling.
keep on a bold ·front, and she simply looked
"I don't know just yet," was the reply. "One
scornfully at Latch. The ranch was soon reached, thing is certain: we dare not ride up to the ranch
and then the girl was carried into the house in a and try to rescue her. That would mean certain
hurry.
death to us. They could easily drop us, for they
"How did yer make out, Jack?" asked Jenkins, would all take a hand in it, and some of the bulwho had been busy entertaining Chief Bull Foot, lets would fetch us sure."
and had not seen the return of the two villains.
The boy was in a very uneasy frame of mind
"Well, I got ther gal I went after," was the just then. He blamed himself for having sta1ted
reply.
in pursuit of the five redskins when they turned
"How did ther braves m.ike out with Young to flee. If such a move had not been made, Jack
Latch would never have succeeded in carrying off
Wild West an' his pards, do yer know?"
"I reckon they're givin' it to 'em good an' Arietta. But there was no· use in "crying over
,trong,_though I can't say as any of 'em has been spilled milk"; the boy was certainly not one of
*"1Jped. Ther Injuns seem ter be doin' long- the sort to do that. After waiting a few min•
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utes, he climbed one of the larger of the trees have succeeded in kidnapping Axietta Murdock,
and took a look around the near-by country. my sweetheart, and have now got her in a ranch
Then it was that he gave such a start that he house a couple of miles up the river."
nearly lost his hold upon the branch his hand was
"What!"
clutc]1ing. Coming along the trail was a small
The lieutenant was surprised. Wild was not
detachment of cavalry! But Young Wild West long in 'telling him the full situation, and then
quickly regained his composure at the unexpected they all made for the !frove. Anna and Eloise
but welcome sight.
were delighted when the cavalrymen rode up, for
"All things come to him who waits," he mut- they now saw a chance to save Arietta from the
t ered. "I reckon that's a pretty true saying- villainous horse thieves. Young Wild West was
sometimes, anyhow; Now we'll show the horse perfectly cool as he explained matters to the
thieves and their red allies a trick that will sur- lieutenant, and in conclusion he said:
"Now, then, them are just about two dozen
prise them."
He took a ,good look and found that there were redskins at the ranch over there, and a dozen or
about sixteen in the detachment. They were more white scoundrels. They are allied together
heading straight along the trail, too, and must and they will put up a strong fight. Besides Aricertainly reach the grove before they could be etta being a captive ovex the1·e, one of our Chinaseen by the villains at the ranch. Wild descend- men and a jewelry peddler we met last night are
ed the tree and, turning to his dejected compan- over there. But they are not prisoners. We let
ions, calmly observed:
them go over to find out what they could for us.
"Well, I reckon everything will be all right There are sixteen of you and three of us, and if
11
no~r4
..
nineteen can't clean up that mixed gang in short
"What's that, Wild? What do yer mean?" the order I'll be willing to quit the game of fighting
scout asked eagerly, for he could tell by the boy's redskins and renegades!"
manner that he was confident in what he said.
Lieutenant Gompers nodded.
"Oh, about sixteen cavalrymen are heading this
"We are at your service, Young Wild ,vest.
way, Ch..arlie. I reckon that means something, You know that, I think, without me telling you.
Just tell us what you want done, and the boy3
don't it?"
"I reckon it does. Where are they, Wild?"
will be willing, I know. I have all good men with
"About two miles back on the trail. They will me, I am proud to say. Men who have fought
soon be here, so take it easy. I just saw them many times, and are not afraid of the treacherfrom the top of the' tree. Take it e§.sy, I say, ous Apaches."
fo r they will soon be here. I reckon ru 1·ide out
"Well, we must make a charge on that house,
Lieutenant."
to me~t them."
His hearers were amazed. _Charlie could not
"Just as soon as we have given our horses a
refrain from letting out a yell, but Wild advised . xest we will be ready."
him to "take it easy" again.
"Good! Now we must find out what we are
"Don't get excited," he added. "I reckon we're going to do with the girls and the cook while the
going to come out at the top of the heap, after fighting is taking place."
Th.is was a sort of puzzle, but our hero soon
all. The horse thieves and Indians will outnumber us yet, after we get the cavalrymen with us; saw that there was no better way to do than to
but it will be all right. I'll lead a charge on leave them right in the cottonwood grove. In a
them that will make them think a whole regi- few minutes the cavalrymen were ready to ride
ment has struck them. You can bet on that, all off under the lead of dashing Young Wild West.
right!" Then, after bidding his partners to keep The girls were cautioned to remain right where
a sharp watch in the direction of the ranch, the they were, and to keep a sharp watch.
"None of them can leave the house without you
young deadshot mounted his sorrel _stallion and
rode out of the grove to meet the detachment of seeing them, that's sure," Jim Dart told them.
cavalry. Wild had gone less than a mile when "And we will be right on hand, anyhow."
_'!'here was a look of grim determination on the
they came around a bend in the trail. The moment they saw him the lieutena1:1t in command handsome face of Young Wild West as he mountbroke into a cheer, for he recognized the Cham- ed his steed.
"We are going to save Arietta!" he exclaimed,
pion Deadshot of the West right away.
"So we have found you, Young Wild West!" he as he nodded to Anna and Eloise. "Don't worry
exclaimed, as he brought his command to a halt. a bit about it."
"We won't, Wild," answered Eloise, though her
"We set out from the fort yesterday, hoping to
meet you. The Indians are getting worse, and manner belied her words.
But how could they help worrying, when fa ey
are obtaining recruits fast. Old Bull Foot, one
of the worst of the troublesome chiefs, is around knew that Arietta was in the hands of such vilsomewhere with about thirty bad Apaches. The lains? It was but natural that they shonld.
colonel thought you might come upon them unex- However, the words of our hero had a soothing
pected so he detached me with fifteen men to effect on them, and they wished .t hem good luck
as they rode away.
come :wd look for you."
"Well, I am mighty glad you have got here,
Lieutenant Gompers," answered our hero. "You
CHAPTER XIII.-Arietta's Great Peril.
never could be needed to help us any more than
you are at this time. We have met the redskins
Hop Wah and Jonathan Hike were not in veTy
you speak of, and we have laid six of them low.
But there are some white men not far away who pleasant frames of mind when they found that
are as bad, if not worse, than the redskins. They Young Wild West's sweetheart had been captured
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by Jack Latch. But they dared not say anything, of course, so they simply acted in a way
of indifference. While the entire gang was watching the returning Indians, Jonathan walked over
to where Jack Latch was standing and said:
"Are yer goin' ter pay me now, boss?"
"Shet up!" was the retort. "Don't bother me
now. "Don't yer see that we've got trouble on
our hands?"
"What do yer mean-'cause you've got that
gal here?" the peddler asked innocently. '.'Well,
I s'pose gals do make trouble. That's ther 1·eason I've stayed single. I never did have any use
fur a married life."
"Don't you know that we've been losin' some of
our men?" asked the villain sharply. "Ain't that
enough ter make trouble?"
"It surely is," answered Jonathan. "Oh, that's
what yer mean, eh?"
"Yes, that's what I mean. Now, you jest keep
still about your money. You'll git it when I git
ready ter pay it."
"Maybe that won't never be, boss."
Jack Latch grinned at this remark.
"S'pose I tell yer that I don't never intend ter
pay yer a cent?" he asked.
"It would surprise me awful if yer did."
"Well I'll tell you now, then. I ain't never
goin' te; pay yer a cent. Ther wat~hes an' t~ng;s
we took from you is ours now, an you 10n t git
anything fur 'em. How does that stnke you,
Mister Peddler?"
Jonathan put on a very long face right away.
Then he began walking- up and down the floor,
shaking his head and holding a handkerchief to
his eyes.
"What am I goin' ter do?" he cried, affecting
great distress. "I'm out here in this blamed forsaken place, with no more'n four. o,r five _dollars
ter my name! How am. I ever g-om ter git 1:Jac_k
to my old home in Indianny? Oh, oh! This is
ther worst thing that ever happened ter me. An'
I thought I was dealin' with good, honest men,
too!"
"I'll bet you five dollars that you've got more
than four or five dollars about you!" said Latch,
pulling a five-dollar bill from his pocket.
"I'll go yer!" answered Jonathan, and then he
pulled out his money.
"Me allee samee holdee um stakes," spoke up
Hop blandly, for he thought it about time he put
in his oar.
He took the bill from the hand of Jack Latch
before the villain knew it; then he reached for
what the peddler had in his hand.
"You're a mighty soon galoot, fur a heathen
Chinee!" snapped the leader of the horse thieves,
as he turned upon the Celestial. "Give me that
money."
"Allee light," was the quick reply, and he handed him a five-dollar bill and the loose money he
had taken from the peddler. But it was not the
same bill he had seized from the villain that he
gave back. Hop had made arrangements for that
before he acted. He had given him back a rank
counterfeit, having made the change right under
the nose of the villain, without him noticing it.
The leader of the gang promptly put the money,
good and bad, in his pocket.
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"I win ther bet!" he said, with a chuckle, as
he looked at Jonathan.
Then the peddler did some more clevel' acting,
and those of Latch's followers who ·were more
inte1·ested in what was taking place than they
were about the returning redskins laughed loudly.
They surely thought it was real, and that made
it all the more funny to them. But the four surviving Apaches came up just then, and there was
a jargon of voices for the next few minutes that
made the villains forget about the victimized
peddler. Hop was watching his chance to get
away. He wanted to get Arietta free, too. If
he could perfo1·m such a master stroke, it would ·
not be the first time he had done so. Seeing that
he was not likely to have a better chance than at
that moment, the clever Chinaman slipped over
to the side of the girl. No one was looking,
though there were some of the men dangerously
close by. Hop cut the rope that bound the girl's
wrists and then slipped a revolver in her hand.
Then he walked away and slipped out of the
front door of the house, where there were no
Indians or whites, either. His eyes lighted on a
horse that was saddled and bridled, and, knowing
that Wild would be anxious to hear from him, he
quickly mounted and rode off at a walk. There
was so much excitement at the rear of the house
over the defeat of the redskin detachment that
no one paid the least attention to the front. The
1·esult was that Hop was well on his way before
he was m~sed. And even then no one thought
that he had run away. They took it that he was
around somewhere. Arietta had not had the
chance to slip away, for the very moment Hop
went one of the men turned, and she had all she
could do to get her hands behind her, making out
that she was still bound. But her right hand
gripped the stock of the revolver Hop had given
her now, and it would go hard with the man who
attempted to lay hands upon her. Jenkins was
thoughtful enough to bring out some liquor he
had in the house, and when the Indians had partaken of some of it they were partly appeased for
the loss they had sustained.
They began a sort of war dance right in the
house, and soon the old chief and some of his
braves were paying attention to the captive. Jonathan Hike now became really frightened, and hG
went outside. He watched his chance, and got
into the buckboard, and then drove off, heading
in the direction the fort was supposed to lay.
Fortunately for him, he got behind a big clump
of trees before the villains discovered that he was
gone. Meanwhile Arietta was getting ready to
act. One of the braves, who had swallowed more
of the liquor than he could well stand, got so
bold as to attempt to kiss her. She sprang t o
her feet and fired at him as quick as a flash.
Down went the Apache, and then a fierce yell
sounded in the house. The brave girl leaped for
the door, a dozen outstretched arms reaching for
her as she went. She fired twice, and both bullets took effect. But the girl could not escape
from such a crowd of scoundrels as that was.
One of them caught her and wrenched the revolver from her grasp, just as she was on the door
sill.
"Git a rope around her, boys!" cried Jack
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Latch. "Hold on, there, Bull Foot! Ther gal is
my prisoner!"
"Ugh!" retorted the chief, who had been in the
act of slashing A1·ietta's face with his hunting
knife.
The girl never felt that she was any nearer
death than at that moment, for the eyes of the
redskin told her plainly that he meant to make
bis knife felt upon her. He gave way to the
white leader in a reluctant manner. But it was
evident that Latch had some sort of power over
him, and he did not try to argue the question
with him. The brave girl was quickly tied with
a long lariat this time, the end being passed
around her waist, under and outside her arms, so
that she was utterly helpless. Jack Latch took
hold of the rope and fairly dragged her outside
the house. Then it was that Arietta let out a
scream at the top of her voice. She was really
frightened now, and unless help came very quickly
she felt that she was doomed to death.
But that scream had been heard by no less a
personage than her dashing young lover. An
answering shout went up, and then •the girl
turned and saw Young .Wild West riding ahead
of the detachment of cavalry. The villainous
horse thieves and the Apaches saw them, too.
The Indians made for the house, as if it had all
been arranged, but Jack Latch started around the
foot of the steep hill for the water, dragging
Arietta after him.
"I'm goin' te1· drown yer!" he yelled savagely.
"Young Wild West will find yer dead when he
gits here! To ther boat, boys!"
Several of his men heard and understood, and
away they rushed for the river. There happened
to be two boats there, and soon half a dozen of
the villains were occupying them. Jack Latch
tied the end of the lariat to the stern of one of
them and picked up a pair of oars.
CHAPTER XIV.-The Shot That Saved Arietta.
Young Wild West and his partners, accompanied by the cavalry detachment, had not got far
from the grove when they saw Hop Wah riding
toward them on a broncho.
Wild rode forward to meet him.
"Is Arietta all right, Hop?" he asked.
"Missy Alietta allee samee in um house; me
allee samee cuttee her hands flee and give her
levolver. She makee plenty fightee pletty soonee,
so be."
"Come on, boys!" called out our hero. "We'll
charge the ranch house and make short work of
the galoots. Hop, you go on to the !!rove and
stay there with Wing and the girls."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The Chinamau rode on, and then our hero and
his followers proceeded on their way. They had
not got more than halfway to the house when
they heard a series of savage yells. Then they
knew that something had happened at the ranch,
and they urged their horses to a faster gait. A
little farther on and Wild heard the voice of his
sweetheart raised in an agonized cry fo1• help.
At the same moment they reached the top of a
rise, and then it was that the dashing young
deadshot answered the shout. He saw the villains gathered about the front of the house, but
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could not see Arietta. Like an avalanche, the
cavalry made for the house, with Young Wild
West in the lead. Pretty quickly the Indians inside opened fire on them. The bullets flew all
around them, but no one was hit.
"Help, Wild! Help!"
The cry came from the direction of the river,
and then ou1· hero knew his sweetheart was not
in the house.
"This way, boys!" he cried. "We will leave the
house till later. Come on!"
Then Charlie and Jim swung off to the right to
get to the river bank, so they could see where
Arietta was. Another volley came from the window of the house, but no· attention was 'paid to
it just then. There was other business on hand.
As Young Wild West led the cavalry to the bank
of the stream, a startling sight met his eyes. A
boat was being rapidly rowed up the river, and
dragging behind it at the end of a lariat, nearly
waist-deep in the water, was Arietta! This was
something that was entirely out of the natural
run of things, and the young deadshbt was almost
appalled for the moment. Up went his hand
and down came the revolver it clutched until it
was on a line with the rope that was dragging
the helpless girl along. Crack! As the report
rang out the lariat snapned in twain. Arietfa
staggered and fell, her whole form going- under
the water.
Wild brought the sorrel to a halt on the very
edge of the bank and leaped into the water. Som?
of the villains were already on the other side of
the stream, which was quite narrow at that point,
for they had gone over in the other boat. Wil,l
paid no attention to any one but his sweetheart
just then. He reached the spot where she ha.I
gone down just as she struggled to her feet agai::i.
As he cut her hands free and removed the lariat
from her body he looked around and found tha.t
the villains in the boat had disappeared around a
bend. Wild picked Arietta up and carried her
bodily from the stream.
"Oh, Wild!" she exclaimed, as she held fast to
his neck with both hands, "that was the shot that
saved my life. I was just going to drop when
you fired and cut the rope with the bullet!"
"Stay behind this rock, Et," he said calmly.
"It will soon be over."
He mounted his horse and then led the way
around the foot of the hill toward the house. As
they came in sight of it, they found the door wide
open.
"They've gone!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, as he
galloped up. "They're fo1·din' ther river down
there around ther bend!"
"After them, boys!" shouted our hero.
Crang! Just then a shot came from the house,
and one of the cavalrymen felt a sting in his arm.
There was one man there, and that was Jenkins,
the owner. The villain had become temporarily
crazed by the appearance of the cavalry, and he
must have thought that it was his duty to remain
there and fight till the last. And that is just
what he did, for as he came out of the door, his
rifle raised to fire again, half a dozen shots ra,1g
out and he dropped on his own threshold, riddled
by bullets.
·
"Come on, boys!" called out Wild. "We have
got to go after them. They are on the other side
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behind the rocks, so we will make a charge on
them by fording the river. Come on! Tii.ey won't
make much resistance now!"
Around the other side of the hill they rode and
found the narrow place where the villains and
their red allies had crossed in such a short space
of time. It was just then that Jonathan Hike
came in sight, with his mules and buckboard. As
he saw the uniforms of the cavalrymen he broke
into a cheer. The mules came up on a gallop,
Wild waiting for him. It had occurred to our
hero that, in making the charge, they ought to
be protected in some way, and he called upon
Charlie and Jim to take their places behind a
rock and shoot the villains on the opposite si<le
as fast as they showed themselves to stop the
charge. He told Jonathan to do the same. Then
Arietta came up and asked for a rifle.
She soon got a rifle, and a good one it was,
too. Then she came back and took her place with
Charlie, Jim, and the peddler.
"All ready, boys!" called out Wild, and then
they rode down to cross the stream.

CHAPTER XV .-Conclusion.

Hop got back to the grove and let those tl.ere
know the situation, as far as he was acquainted
with it. Pretty soon the firing started. It did
not last very long, as the reader knows, and,
thinking that it was all over and that Young Wild
West had won the day, Hop proposed that they
set out to meet them. So the pack horses were
quickly loaded by the two Chinamen, and then
they started along the trail toward the ranch.
They hurried along and soon came up close to
the rnnch. It was just then that Young Wild
West and the cavalrymen put their horses to
the water to cross and make the charge upon the
w:::iting foe.
One of the redskins hiding behind the rncks on
the other side s11owed himself, so he might get a
chance to shoot. But the sharp eyes of Arietta
detected him, and then her rifle spoke. The Indian uttered his death cry and, pitching over, became caught and hung over the cliff, head do'lv-nWa l'd. A ·white man tried it almost in;;tantly, but
Che~·cnne Charlie put him to sleep, as he afterward styled it. The stream was forded and then
the horse thieves and their redskin allies were to
be seen crouching to make the fight.
"At ihem, boys!" shouted Young Wild West,
and then up the hill they went.
Ile fired as he spoke, and then a volley was
sent at the villains by the cavalrymen. The horse
thieYes and Indians had acted on the advice of
Bull Foot, and were waiting for the enemy to
ge~ close to them. But they changed their minds
when that scathing volley came from the cavalrymen. Up the hill galloped the cavalry horses,
Young Wild West riding ahead and dealing out
hot lead with his brace of revolvers. Bull Foot
was one of the first of the redskins to fall, and
then the Apaches fired wildly and fled further
back for the cover of the adjacent rocks. The
charge up the hill was soon over, and the victory
was won. Those of the villains left cried for
quartt'!r. It was given them, ot course. But when
.l,H. _ -~
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it was all over Jack Latch
three of the Indians could not be accounted for, dead or alive.
But just then Cha.rli_e, Jim, and Arietta appeared on the opposite bank, waving their hats.
Charlie and Jim lost no time in getting over
the rivel'. Then, as the lieutenant and his men
esco1·ted the prisoners across, our hero and his
partners started on the trail of those who had
escaped. Five minutes later a puff of smoke came
'from behind a sand hill a hundred yards to the
right, followed by a sharp crack. Charlie's horse
gave a leap forward and fell. Young Wild West
caught a glimpse of the redskin who had done it,
and he fired as quick as a flash.
Now that they knew where the foe was, Wild
and Jim rode forward rapidly. Suddenly they
saw a white man galloping away from the sand
hill. It was Jack Latch.
"Leave him to me," Wild said. "You can attend to the other two galoots."
Jim got a chance to attend to them right away,
for the two redskins now appeared, making a
bolt after Jack Latch. Crang! Jim fired without any hesitation, and down went the foremost
one. The other turned and raised his rifle to
fire, but he was not quick enough. Jim pressed
the trigger again, and- Crang! That ended it,
as far as the Indians were concerned.
Meanwhile Young Wild West was gaining rapidly on the leader of the horse thieves. It so
happened that Jack Latch on1y had two cartridges
left in his revolver. But he decided to try them
before it got too late. Vain hope! He was not
a deadshot, like our hero was, and when he had
wasted both shots he flung the revolver from
him and, with an oath on his lips, he brought his
horse to a halt.
"I'll fight it out with yer with knives, Young
Wild West, if yer dare ter do it!" he called out.
"All right," was the reply; "and if you win you
can go scot free."
This was a little unexpected to the villain, but
he caught at it as a dr.owning man grasps a
straw. The next minute he was dashing to meet
the boy. They came together in a twinkling and
the two knives met, emitting sparks from the
contact. But Wild simply played with the man
until he became so desperate that he no longer
tried to guard himself. Then he disarmed rum in
a hurry. Charlie stood waiting for them when
they rode back. Jim had come over and tied the
prisonel' to his horse, so there was no danger of
his escaping. A few minutes later they reached
the 1·lver, and, crossing it, went to the house,
which was occupied just then by the girls. The
cavalrymen had gone into camp near it, and Hop
and Jonathan were entertaining them with the
details of what had happened that morning.
"Well," said Young Wild West~ when it was all
talked over pretty well, "I reckon that was the
greatest cavalry charge I ever made; and the best
part of it was that none of us got a scratch.
Lieutenant Gompers, I herewith turn all prisoners over to you, as well as these premises and
the stolen bronchos. I reckon this will wind up
the uprising, since old Bull Foot is dead."
It did, too, and so our story is about ended.
Ne>-.'i week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S THREE-DAY HUNT; or, THE RAIDERS OF RED RA VINE."
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CURRENT NEWS
WHISKY IS RIFLE TARGET.
While two boys were fishing in Noland's Creek,
near Centerville, Indiana, the hook of one of the
lines became caught in an object several yards
from shore. The youths investigated by wading
into the stream, and dragged out a gunnysack
which contained seventy-six points of whisky.
Tbe bottles were set in a row on the edge of a
bridge and the boys, who were marksmen as well
as fishermen, used them as rifle ta1·gets, demolishing them with bullets and permitting $570
worth of whisky at prevailing prices to trickle
into the creek.
ELECTED BY LOTTERY
The tiny republic of San Marino is governed
by two captains xegent, who axe chosen by a
lottery and are subjected to a fine of $100 and
banishment jf they refuse the office. The names
of twelve of the sixty members of the _grand council are drawn, and each of these nominate a candidate. The dozen men so nominated are submitted to a vote of the council, and the six having the highest votes are included in the ancient
lottery of the ingresso.
Having reduced the field to six, the method of
election of the two governors is simple. Three
pieces of paper, each ?earing the na_mE;S of t~vo
eandidates, are placed 1n an urn. This 1s can1ed
with great pomp and ceremony to the cathedr~l,
accompanied by all the members of the council.
Mass is celebrated, after which a boy draws from
the urn one of the slips of paper and the two
names written on it are those of the new captains
regent.
THE PIPE FISH
The kangaroo has always seemed to have the
monopoly of that convenient way of carrying its
babies in a pouch, but it has been discovered that
a fish has the same useful receptacle which it
uses for the same purpose. The pipefish, as it is
called from the length of its jaws, has a pocket
on the under side of its body nearly half its
length. It is found in the male species only, and
is the only part of its body which is unp1·otected
by large bat plates, which take th~ place (!f scales
in its protective armo1·. If a p1pefish 1s taken
from the water and its little ones shaken out of
the pouch back into the water they always seei:zi
either unable or disinclined to run away. But 1f
the father is placed in the water again, all the
small fish immediately swim back into the pouch.
These curious little creatures have p1·ehensile
tails which they use to hold on to the seaweed to
prev~nt themselves being carried away by the
tide. The pipe-fish is similar to the small eel,
being about a foot in length and an inch in thickness, but, unlike the eel, it has a very long jaw.
FIGHTING A FISHERMAN'S PEST
Another attempt is being made to kill off the
hair seals that live in such numbers on the flats
at the mouth of the Fraser River. This great
aalmon stream has been the home of the seals

since the memory of white men. The hair ~al is
a true seal with a black and white spotted coat of
hair, but no underlying fur. He grows in size
from a kitten as big as a spaniel puppy to an
animal of perhaps 450 pounds in weight. His
cousins of the Queen .Charlotte and Vancouver
Island reefs reach a ton in weight, but they do
not get into the inland channels. The latter animals are known sometimes as sea lions.
The hair seals of the Fraser have been thorns
in the flesh of the fishermen ever since salmon
fishing became a recognized industry. Tkey are
strong, aggressive, and quite intelligent. They
have learned that fish collect in the nets of the
fishermen and on the baited lines. They rob nets
and lines, break them to pieces, and thus cause
loss not only of fish but also of fishing tackle.
Various campaigns have been undertaken to
clean up the colonies of these animals, but without success. They are hard to trap, seldom are
found within reach of a gun, and avoid flats where
men are liable to be seen. Yet they are always
on hand. A hair seal will follow a man who is
trolling, for hours, and frequently plucks the
salmon from the hook after one has beeri caught.
If one is shot the body turns on its back, the air
comes from the lungs, the creature sinks like a
stone. At one time the government tried the benefits of a bounty, but it did not bring results desired. The leather is marketable, when obtained,
but there are few pelts brought in.
The government has now decided to try an
experiment. Cross lines, operated by two employes of the department of marine and fisheries,
will be strung pver the shallows of the river
mouth, where seals are most frequent. This will
be the third government effort. The first was the
bounty, the .,5econd was a measure brought on
perhaps by wartime conditions. Explosives had
played such havoc to fighting humans in Europe
that their efficiency with regard to seals was considered. Two years ago a mudflat on the Fraser;
where the seals sunned themselves in hundreds,
every day, was mined with high explosives, al'ranged to be exploded by pressure on a buttom
The mines were exploded. Hundreds of seals are
said to have been killed, though few bodies wen
found. The experiment was expensive, and was
not repeated, as no appreciable reduction in the.
hordes of amphibians was noted, and it was
thought that the natural birthrate of the creatures would more than offset the harvest of deal
animals b.y the mine method.
This third attempt is one which promises results in reduction of seals, and in saving the skim
for market. The method is practically the olil
and illegal night-line. A sti·ong- line is strunf
across the current with short lateral lines han~
ing deep in the water. At the lower ends of tb.e
shorter lines are strong, sharp, steel hooks. The~
catch the bodies of _the seals as they swim througi,
and hold them until they drown or until the me1
come and dispatch them. If it proves successful..
an extensive campaign will be undertaken in aa
effort to rid the broad flats and waters of the
Fraser of the animals.-Scientific American.
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LOST IN FEUDLAND
-OR-

A BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
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yelled out, and finally subsided in a faint, or a
collapse.
But the impact being easy, Brankston scrambled up, and found that he was on top of-John
Ball. Ball, still tied and gagged, was on the
ground, here a slight declivity, but-where were
the horses?
·
Fred grasped the man in one arm, swinging to
his Winchester with the other, realizing that he
must get back to the others, for he doubted the
ability of Pete and his boss to control the .s ituation, more than a moment or two, especially if
anything happened.
It was hard work dragging the collapsed prisoner up the declivity, but he found his own pony,
swung Bill over the saddle like a sack of grain,
and went on.
"I hear the thrashing, but it's back yonder
now. What did this chump try to do? Drive off
the horses, and himself fast tied on one of them?
How'd he get loose, so as to tumble off here?"
Still puzzling and worrying, Brankston emerged with the nearly senseless mountaineer into
the nook where the horses and prisoner had been
left at first.
Beyond, in the trail, were the others, still apparently quiet.
But what was Fred's surprise to find the pack
pony, with Miss Knox's and Pete's mounts, all
huddled together, pushing each other round, as if
terrified. Just then back plunged another horse,
snorting, and sho,ving signs of fear. Suddenly
his own horse fell to trembling.
"I don't understand this," thought Fred. "The
whole bunch is scared-at what? Whoa! What's
the matter with you?"
During this minute of suspense Fred had :Strung
a running rope hastily through their bridles, so as
to hold them.
A heavy body slid heavily to the ground. It
was Ball, ;ipparently insensible, unable to hold
on to anything.
At this juncture, two or three gaunt, shadowy
animals halted at the crest of the declivity. Without reflecting, Brankston took swift aim and b~
gan pumping lead at them.
"Watch out!" he cried to warn the others.
"Timber wolves.
Whoa, there!"
Brankston
truly had his hands full, just then.

CHAPTER XXI. ( cbntinued)
"Don't be too tarnal shore of that," spoke up
the wounded prisoner, for the first time. "Whatjee mean by droppin' me offn my hawse in that
fashion feT ?"
"Simply because if I had not, you would have
tried to drop me in the same way," returned FTed,
smiling at the man's ill humor. "But all this
talk is useless. Watch them close, Pete.
We
must try to find some way out of this to where
we are known or know the way. Do you happen
to recall which way you were coming from, Mr.
Knox, when these men held you up?"
"Didn't hold him up. Never took a thing from
him. And they plugged me offn my hawse."
This from the wounded prisoner, a big hulking
fellow, who looked ripe for any villainy. Fred
whirled on him quickly.
"I'll bet a nickel you are a moonshiner," said
he, "just like your friend John Ball there."
"There? Where?" Sim Turley as he spoke
up looked keenly around.
Mr. Knox, who was telling Fred and his daughter that he was as badly turned about as they
were was facing the nook where Ball, still
bound on liis horse and gagged, had been left
with the pack pony and the other horses ou
which Fred, Mary Knox, and Pete had been
mounted.
He interrupted himself, pointing behind the
others and saying:
"I certainly noticed something moving in
there. What is it?"
"Goodness!" Brankston wheeled just .in time
to see a mounted man-or his shadow, for it was
dark back there-slipping through the bushes
toward the trail beyond. Behind him were other
moving objects. "Watch these chaps, Pete, you
and Mr. Knox. Watch 'em, while I make a deCHAPTER XXII.
tour. Stay- close, Mary."
This last in a startling whisper.
Dick Callahan Shows Up.
He dug his heels into his pony and plunged
With the crack of Fred's rifle the ponies one
recklessly up the trail to intercept the moving
shadows. Three jumps and a scramble, and Fred and all made a mad break for the others in the
knew he should ·have reached the spot where the trail. Brankston, holding to the connecting rope,
mounted man must come out, did he take the trail. was obliged to follow, leaving the fallen mounNo sight of anything. As he pulled sharply up, t;:i.ineer where he sank.
· he caught a thrashing sound of heavy objects
Nor did he know whether his two shots-all
plunging downward through thick undergrowth. he had time to fire-had taken effect. N 01· was
"Could Ball, tied and gagged as he was, get he at all certain whether these strange, shaoff-with perh{).pS the other ponies?" Fred laugh- dowy creatures seen dimly for a minute were really timber wolves.
ed to himself. "I bet he don't g·et away--"
These animals are a remnant of the droves of
Cra-s-s-h! His own pony stumbled over something, and Fred went on over its head. But, in- . forest wolves that, half a century ago, were still
stead of striking the level ground, the boy turn- plentiful in the remoter regions of the southern
ed a somersault in the air, and fell heavily on Alleghanios from Vir~ia to Georgia.
(To be continued)
something soft, something soft that groaned,
(
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
BLAINES BURIED IN MAINE
The bodies of James G. Blaine and his wife,
brought to Augusta, from Washington under the
direction of the State of Maine, were bul'ied in
Forest Grove Cemetery on June 14.
The Legislature at its last session, in accepting
the Blaine house in this city as an Executive
Mansion in memol'y of Liuet. Walker Blaine
Beale, grandson of the statesman, who was killed
at St. Mihiel, made provision for the l'emoval of
the body from Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington.
LAUNCH OF JAPANESE BATTLESHIP
The Japanese battleship Mutsu was launched
recently at Tokio and was christened by the Empress. She is a splendid fighting ship, probably
as powerful as any afloat at the present time, embodying as she does lessons learned since the battle of Jutland. She bas a normal displacement
of 32,G00 tons and will carry eight 16-inch guns
in her main battery. She is provided with antiai rcraft guns and torpedo tubes, and special attention has been paid to anti-torpedo protection.
Her estimated speed is twenty-four knots. The
armor protection throughout the vessel is very
thorough. Her machinery will be geared turbines. The full partieulars of the Mutsu have
not yet been officially made public.
NEW HOLLOW BRICK INTRODUCED IN
ENGLAND
A new brick that has recently been introduced
in England is nearly five times as large as an
ordinary brick, but in comparison is much less
heavy and is easily handled. The lighter weight
results fi.·om the hollowing out of the brick to
provide air layers. By the shaping of the ends
the existence of joints running all the way
through a wall is avoided.
The brick is, as a rule, made of 1 part of cement
and 4 parts sand by simple hand machinery.
Three men can make enough bricks in a day to
build 400 to 500 square feet of wall. A further
economy i.s effected by the manner of laying the
walls, inasmuch as the ends and bottoms of the
bricks need only to be dipped in a thin lime mortar mixed with a small amount of cement. If
laid in the usual way the air channels in the
bricks w~)Uld become filled.
FORTUNE IN BASKET
Only a farme1·'s wife but honest as the day is
long is Mrs. William Metzger or near Joliet, Ill.
When she returned home from a grocery purchasing trip in Joliet the other clay she found an
extra package in her provender basket.
She opened it and found $80 inside, all in
genuine bills. Amazed, she returned to the store.
There the cashier and proprietor were in hysterics But they became calm as soon as Mrs. Metzge; asked "Who put th~ money_ in my basket?"
It was disclosed the cashier had Just prepared the
store cash for banking when Mrs. Metzger came
mthe first time. Called behind the counter, the

cashier took the bundle of money with him. Stopping a moment to wait on a customer, the cashier
laid the money bundle down on the counter.
A clerk alongside him was wrapping up Mrs.
Metzger's order. Without inspection he took the
money package and dumped it into Mrs. Metzger's basket. Then the fun began. But Mrs.
Metzger made them all happy again by returning
the money. She was offered a $50 reward, but
refused.
SHIP DEAD MEN'S BONES
In accordance with an ancient custom, over 300
boxes of bones of deceased Chinamen are being
shipped from this country to China for final
burial.
Chinese residents of Columbus, 0., together
with their fellow countrymen in all parts of the
United States, are observing the custom which
calls for disinterment of their dead brothers every
25 years and the sending of the bones to China.
Lee Lock gf Cleveland, head of the Chinese
Tong in this district, directed the work tif opening the graves of ten Celestials here, removing
the caskets and preparing the skeletons for shipment.
Hong Ye, Pittsburgh, tea merchant, one of six
members of the society selected to perform the
seryice in this country, prepared the bones for
overseas shipment by removing all flesh, placing
them in little air-tight zinc boxes and then sealing them.
A HOME-MADE BAROMETER
A baromete1· which will prophesy weather conditions a day in advance may be made from ai
Ol'dinary iF1candescent bulb. Select a 00-watt
lamp. One that has burned out will do, diract:·
Popular Science Monthly. Hold it under watei'
and file off the glass tip at the end of the hulb.
The vacuum will cause the water to enter througl _
the hole thus made,_ filling the bulb completely
The barometer should then be suspended wit}.
bulb-end downward.
When a drop of water appears suspended at
the outlet, you may look for a storm to-morrow .
when the drop disappears, fair weather is ir
store. There is a perfectly natural reason for
this phenomenon. Stormy weather is always preceded by low barometric pressure. The at'"'1ospheric pressure having decreased, the weigh " of
the water mside the bulb tends to force y·ater
through the outlet. This force is small, but fr
sufficient to allow a drop of wate1· to escape
and hang suspended from the tip of the bulb.
On the other hand, fair weather follows an area
of high barometric pressure. The pressure of the
atmosphere, under such conditions, will prevent
the water from escaping and the suspended drop
will be forced back into the bulb.
This simple barometer may be screwed into _
a wall or ceiling lighting fixture, which is out
of service
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DRIFTING TO JUSTICE
By John Sherman.

-

I am only a common sailor, I know, but then
even common sailors have their likes and dislikes, and it was downright aversion I felt for
Ralph Randell from the very first hour he put his
foot aboard the Jettie.
We had left port but a few days previous, and
under the calm sky and pulseless sea were now
fairly out upon the mighty Atlantic. As I have
said, I am only a seaman on board the Jettie, one
of the fastest steamers upon the A-- line, plying between New York and Liverpool, while Mr.
Randell and his rather masculine-looking wife
were widely removed from :me as passengers of
the first cabin, but for all that I never could bear
the man.
He was of polished breeding and bore a face
chisled with the precision of a Grecian statue,
and although he was known to be a married man,
and his wife was with him, the young lady passengel'S paid hi:m eminently more attention than
any of the less handsome, but, I am certain, far
more deserving youths who filled up the remainder of the cabin.
His wife was a mild-eyed woman, with an oval
face and a broad, massive chin-not at all the
woman you W'OUld have imagined such an elegant
gentleman as Ralph Randell would have chosen
for the partner of his life, and her coarse laughter was masculine, not to say vulgar in the extreme.
Perhaps sailors have no right to think of ·vulgarity, but I was brought up differently, and only
poverty brought me to this position.
Bah! how I hated the man, although he never
came upon deck without a cheery word of welcome to the seamen, but there was something
beneath it all, to me, that seemed to whisper
while he was saying:
"Ah, Ben, how are you? I'd like to kill you!"
We had been out a week, when one of t11e young
lady passengers, Newton-Annie Newton I thillk
her name was-came upon deck at the close of
the aftemoon, reading a paper, and, drawing up
a camp-stool, with a sweet smile she sank wearily
into it and went on with her perusal of the sheet.
She was a lovely young creature, probably
twenty years of age, and, in the companionship
of her maiden aunt, was on her way to London
for some business of which I was unaware. I
watched her as she sat there in the declining
light, casting her gaze over the paper, and fancied
I saw a tear fall upon the sheet.
I peered clQser.
Yes! another and another rolled rapidly downshe was weeping.
Stepping beside her, and taking a fresh lump of
tobacco to keep down the lumps rising in my
throat at the sight of her tears, I asked kindly:
,
"Are you ill, miss ? "
She lifted her eyes to my face and smiled.
"Oh, it is you,-1en. No, not ill," she replied
with a mournful shake of her pretty head, "only
reading about the death of my poor papa."
I knew she was in mourning, but for whom
was beyond me.
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"'I)ry to be calm, miss; tears will not bring him
back," I ventured. "Did he die violently?"
I saw the slender, white fingers close convulsively around the paper, her head dropped upon
her breast, and amid her sobs she replied:
"He-he was murdered!"
"Murdered!" I gasped, feeling my old limbs
quiver with tenor and sinking down upon a coil
,
of rope at her feet.
"Yes-listen, Ben-that is not the worst!"
I thought she would never come out of the
violent paroxysm of weeping she then went into,
but drying her eyes she turned her gaze upon me
and began.
• "My father, whom I had always believed
wealthy while living, was found lying dead one
evening upon the threshold of the porch leading
from the library window, with a heavy bronze instrument, shaped like a club, lying beside him.
"His face was purpled by the agony of his
death, and in one of the clenched hands lay a
few strands of golden hair, spattered with blood.
The private drawer of his desk, and the great
iron safe, had been rifled of their contents, and
every penny, including the jewels of my late
mother, was gone. Upon examination it was found
that he had withdrawn every dollar of his possession from the bank, and, save the real estate
he had owned, I was left a penniless orphan. The
money was nothing to me compared to the loss of
my parent, and so I determined to use every cent
in discovering, if possible, his cowardly assassin,
never dreaming of the bitter end.
"The murderer had escaped through the library
window, leading to the garden below, and upon
the white wall was left, beside the golden hair,
the only trace of identification-the blood-stained
print of a human hand-the left one, with the
third finger missing.
"The detectives scoured the country for months
without the slightest clue to the murderer, and
just two weeks ago the Atlantic cable brought me
tidings of the bitterest woe.
"Mark Shultis, the man to whom I was betrothed, and who had left for Europe a week
previous to the murder, had been found in London
with the family jewels upon him.
"The news almost broke my heart; and this is
the reason I am on my way to England to prove
.to my poor heart his truth or base deception."
The paper slid from her nerveless grasp at
this, and rising softly, she glided away.
I picked it up a:n,d glanced at the title page.
. It was the New York "Herald," and the description of the awful tragedy lay in great black letters before me.
I read it all there-the tern'ble story she had
told me, and just as the shadows of the night began to deepen over the ocean Ralph Randell
stole to my side.
"You seem interested, Ben," he said; "what
·
have you there?"
"The 'Herald'-an old copy."
The hand he had laid upon my shoulder clinched
and there was just the faintest shade of a quiver
in his voice as he asked~
"And what, pray, are you reading?"
"An account of the awful murder of George
Newton. Look there."
I heard his teeth grit hoarsely, a sudden pallor
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overspread his handsome face, and with a low,
suppressed exclamation he staggered back.
"Are you ill, sir?" I asked quickly.
"No, only a slight pain in the heart-I am subjkt to it," he replied. "Let me see the paper."
I passed the sheet to him, and in the darkness
I saw the black curls upon his forehead damped
with a chilling dew.
· He glanced quickly over the paper, and then,
with a sudden motion, tossed it into the ocean,
now rapidly swelling with the approaching storm.
"Oh, I beg your pardon, Ben," he said; "the
wind blew it from my grasp. I am very sorry.
Here is a dollar in payment."
I followed his action, and the next moment the
note was dancing on the waves in our rear.
"I beg your pardon, sir," I said calmly, "the
wind blew that from my grasp."
I heard him grit his teeth aga1n, and turning
upon his heel, he went below.
The storm that had all day been threating
broke over the mighty ocean, and at midnight the
great ship was foundering in the Atlantic's heart.
I saw the life-boats filled to overflowing, and
as they were lost in the darkness, followed them
with prayers.
Into every one Randell and his wife strove to
spring, but the captain's hand forced him back,
and she crouched at his side.
The last boat lay tossing upon the waves, and
as Annie Newton placed her foot upon it there
came a ,sudden snap, a lurch, the rope had broken
.
-the boat was gone.
A howl broke from Mrs. Randell, as she sprang
- up, that chilled my blood.
The wreck lurched. She fell forward, and as I
grasped her hand to stay her, her dark curls
slipped from her head, and a wedding-ring rolled
glittering to the deck. Mrs. Randell lay at my
feet and a waxen finger was clutched in my palm.
A' shriek rang from Ralph Randell's lips as he
precipitated himself upon me.
The woman rose quickly to her feet. A man's
face met mine, but heT hand clutched a gleaming
knife.
"Murderer!" I hissed as three hands grasped
my throat.
Wildly I struggled, and even as I tore the curls
from Ralph Randell's head, and the blonde ones
beneath gleamed in the lightning's awful glare,
there came the rush of feet, a migltty crash, a
roar of thunder. Then the great vessel parted,
and as the after-deck bore us away on its bosom
across the turbulent ocean all was black as death.
"Ha-ha-ha! Water-water! Ha-ha-ha!"
I heard the cry as one awakening from a dream,
' and rubbing my eyes, I started to my feet.
My throat was parched and burning, but one
glance around me told of the awful condition of
my messmates.
The sun was high up in the heavens, and on the
fl.eating deck there lay half a dozen men, writhing and tossing about in the full agony of madness-roaring, screaming one dreadful cry:
"Water-water-water!"
The black steward, Pompey, bent above me as
I awoke, and a wet rag slipped from my forehead.
"T'ank de Lord, Massa Ben, you am safe!" he
cried.
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Mechanically I passed my hand to my head.and,
felt the deep gash Ralph Randell's pal had given
me.
At my feet lay the man himself, and, grasping
the rail, totally divested of his woman's attire,
the man who had passed as his wife howled and
shrieked for water.
The burning in my throat began to increase;
my head began to'1pin, and through a scarlet mist
I saw the floating raft surrounded with hungry
sharks.
Thump-thump? beat my heart, and splashsplash! the heaving waves replied.
For days we had been doing thus, until the
half-naked wretches around me howled and
screamed like tortured fiends:
"Water-water-water!"
Oh! for a single draught, while yet it heaved
about upon every side-not a drop to drink!
Higher-higher arose the sun, scorching my
wounded head with its beams of living fire.
I saw the sea sharks, the men spinning around
in a blaze, and flames seemed ru_shing up my
throat.
Great Heaven! what did it mean?
"Water! for the love of Heaven-waterwater!" I gasped, as I seized the negro's arm.
Useless-useless!
Whir-whir-whir! spun around my head. Then
came an awful shriek.
I saw a form dash through the air, as one of
the men flung himself into the seething waves.
A scream, another slid from the wreck. There
was a rapid rush through the waves. Then he
sank between the hungry jaws of a shark, and the
white foam was tinged with red.
I felt my senses leaving me.
•
"Water-water-water!"
The arms of the negro circled my body, and
his voice arose to a yell as he screamed.
"Boat-boat-we are saved!"
It was days after when I awoke to reason in
the cabin of the Fearless, with Annie Newton's
lovely eyes gleaming down into mine.
Dear girl! She had been picked up before she
felt the horrors to which we had been doomed.
But three of us had survived the awful wreck.
Three did I say? I had forgotten the doomed
murderers, who recovered their reason soon after
and were put in irons until our anival in port.
I have witnessed much of joy, much of sorrow
in my life, but everything wanes before the meeting of Annie and Mark.
Her father had given him the jewels to have
them reset in Paris as a surprise to Ap.ni.e, but
it had been almost a fatal one.
She wears them now as she stands yonder at
the altar with her hand in Mark's whispering the
words which shall make her his wife.
Well, no, I don't think I shall ever follow the
sea again. I am old and feeble, and the home
they offer me with them will be a happy one, I
·
know.
Weeks ago the two assassins paid the penalty
of their crime with their lives, and upon the
scaffold they realized the power of the Great
Creator to right the wrongs of life.
They had fled from the anger of the law, but
they drifted back again to justice.
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. A comparison of these shells with those of liv11:1-g turtles shows that the collection consists entll'~ly of swamp and rivel' turtles, containing no
NEW YORK, JULY 9, 1920.
stnctly land turtles. The little ones are about
six inches long, but some of the largest measure
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
nearly thil'ty inches.
.07 Cents
Single Copies ............... Postage Free....
In the same rocks with the Upper Cretaceous
.90 Cents
'' . . . .
''
One Copy '.rhreo l\Ionths...
turtles there a1·e found fragments of dinosaurs.
$1,75
One t'o1>Y Six lUonths......
Four different kinds-flesh-eating, duck-billed,
3.50
"
One Copy Ono Yen,·.......
horned and ar;mored-were identified. The arROW TO SEND JlfONEY-At our risl, send P. 0.
Money o,·cll'l', Check or Hegistercd L<'tter; remittances in mo!ed dinosaurs, nearly complete skeletons of
any other way are at your risk. We accept Postage wluch have been found in Montana and Canada
Stamps the same as cash. \Vben sending silver wrap the
Coin in a s<'l):uate piece of p,1 per to ovoid cut-ti nr: the were the most bizan-e animals the world has eve;
envelope. \\"rite your name and address plninly. Ad- ~own. They were stocky, short legged, bif\' boddress letters to
ied creatm·es, completely incased in bony armor.
Flat plates covered the back and hips, the neck
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher
was protected by transverse rings of bone placed
166 West 23d St., New York
one behmd another, and the belly was covered by
a mail-like mosaic of small bony plates. Even
the eyes were provided with bony shutters like
ITEMS OF INTEREST
the visor on a helmet, which were closed down
over the eyeballs in times of danger.
HUSBAND GETS WILD CAT.
Judge E. P. Shortall became the arbiter of the
destiny of a "wild cat" in the cour~e of his duties
in the divorce court in San Francisco.
LAUGHS
After granting a divorce to Mrs. Blanche E.
gone from my cash drawer,
$10
Boss-There's
Brien from John A. Brien, the question arose as
Mr. Johnny; you and I were the only people who had
to the custody of the Brien family cat.
Brien testified that it was a "wild cat" and could the keys to that drawer. Office Boy-Well, s'pose
be managed only by his mother. The Judge de- we each pay $10 and say no more about it?
cided that inasmuch as the Briens had been married only a short time Mrs. Brien had not had
Burt--! have no doubt you are very sorry about
time to become attached to the cat, so awarded it rour uncle's death, notwithstanding it brought you
to the husband.
mto a lot. of money. West-Yes; he was doing a
good busmess, you know, and if he had lived a
SPENDS DAY IN TREE
year or two longer he might have left me a good
Treed by an infuriated bull and forced to re- deal more.
main all day seated on the limb of a cherry tree,
until rescued by a nelghbor, was the experience
The man in bed had never been sick before.
of B. J. Reid at Brownsville, Ind.
doctor, wishing to ascertain his tempernture,
While walking· over his fa1·m Mr. Reid met the Th_e
the thermometer at him and commanded:
bull which made a savage charge at the farmer. pomted
"Open your mouth, Jim." "Wait a minute Doc"
Reitl ran for the nearest tree and climbed it just objected
the patient. "I don't b'lieve I car:. swaiin time.
ler that."
The bull stood under the tree all day, bellowing
and pawing the ground. Whenever Mr. Reid atWillis (at the Ladies' Aid Society)-Now, what
tempted to descend the b1;1ll made a sava~e demonstration. Toward evemng W. M. Martrn, who can we do for the poor boys at the front? Mrs.
was working for a neighbor, passed the field, saw Gillis-I was reading to-day where the soldiers
Mr. Reid's plight and with a club drove the bull are alw::>.ys making sorties. Now, why can't we
get the recipes for those things and make them
away.
ourselves and send them to the boys?
FIND ANCIENT TURTLES.
Fossil turtles, some of them not less than three
"I believe absolutely in this idea of an all-milk
million and others seven million years old, have diet,'' said a man. "i lived on nothing but milk
recently been found in San Juan county, northern for a whole year, and look at me." "On nothing
Remains of extinct turtles are but milk?" que1·ied a physician. "At what age?"
New Mexico.
rather common, but most of them consist of "During the first yea1· of my life," quietly anmany small pieces, badly crushed and flattened or swered the man.
otherwise damaged.
The remarkable feature of many of those lateNew York judge (to crirninal)-"And the senly discovered in New Mexico is that the bony,
boxlike shell is almost as perfect as when it was tence of the court is that you be shocked with
occupied by the body of the living animal during electricity until you are dead, and may-"
the Tertiary and Cretaceous periods. No less Criminal (inteITupting)-"That's played out,
than fifty specimens were perfect enough to be judge. You can't work that on me." New York
identified and described by specialists of th& judge--"Silence in the court! What's the matUnited States Geological Survey. Sixteen of ter?" Criminal-"Electricity won't shock me,
them are new to science and J>,,~te 'therefore been judge. NothinP' else, either. I've read 'The Quick
or the Dead?'"
given new names.
H
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A FEW GOO D ITEM S
LIGHTS PIPE WITH ICICLES .
Clate Reese of Plugville, Potter County, Pa.,
is a "regular wiza1·d," according to a correspon dent. He lights his pipe with icicles. This is how
he does it: He takes the icicle, dips it in gasoline, then into the stove and-pres to I the ice
will bum till the "gas·· burns off.
FINDS BURIED GOLD.
Fifty dollars in gold, believed to have been
buried in Chico, Cal., more than twenty-fiv e years
ago, was discovere d the other day by ~rs. Po~n
Grey, wife of a shoe merchant of Cp.ico, w1!,ile
digging in her yard. Mrs. Grey while se~ki~g
lily bulbs, turned up an ol~ can, and found m _it,
wrapped up in the remains of a handkerch ief
the gold.
More than twenty-fiv e years ago a family by
the name of Judkins occupied the home. Mrs.
J udkins was known to have buried money, several packages having been ~ound _by her husbaD:d
following her death. It 1s believed that this
money also was hidden by her.
ROW WE GOT FIRST SEEDLE SS ORANGE S
In 1872 United States Consul to Bahia, Brazil,
Mr. W. E. Judson, was told by the natives that
some sixty miles inland, up th~ A~azon, were
native orange-tr ees bearmg fruit without seeds,
says Popular Science Monthly. According ly he
sent natives after tree shoots and some of the
fruit. The shoots were packed in moss and clay
and sent to Washingt on. They were set out by
the Agi-icultu ral Departme nt, but att1·acte~ lit~le
attention until the next year, when Horat10 Tibbetts, of Riverside , Cal., took the surviving f<?ur
shoots to his home and planted them. One died
and' another was eaten up by a cow. At the end
of five years the two surviving trees bore sixteen
handsome seedless oranges. Next year the
oranges were even better, and the ti·ees bore
about a box of the fruit.
From that time on the cultivatio n of the seedless oranges about Riverside progresse d rapidly.
As there were no seeds to raise the trees from,
it was found necessary to graft buds of the
seedless trees into seedlinl!' trees.
Riverside has grown from a small village to
a town of fifteen thousand acres devoted to
the cultivatio n of navel oranges. It is the greatest orange-pr oducing locality in the world. The
two original trees were fenced about and carefully guarded lest harm should come to them, and
they are now enjoying a green old age.
MARVEL OUS MEMORI ES OF WELL-K NOWN
MEN
One of the most remarkab le "men of memory"
is George Harbottle , a quarry mine1· living near
Newcastle , England. This "son of the soil" possesses a memory which retains an indelible impression of every word which he hears or reads.
After once reading a dozen pages of any book
he can repeat them without omitting a single
word. One morning this remarkab le man purcl:iased a volume of the "Fairie Queene," and be-

fore the evening he could recite Spencer's masterpiece from beginning to end.
Viscount Milner, a member of the War Cabinet,
is the possessor of a wonderfu l memory. He once
perfo1·med an astonishin g feat while private sec1·etary to Lord Goschen. He was asked to supply
a copy of his chief's address to the electors of
East Edinburg h, and failing to find the original,
he wrote out the address from memory with such
marvelou s accuracy that on comparin g it with
the original it was found to contain only one
trifling mistake.
Gladstone had a wonderfu l memory, and could
"reel off" passages from Homer, Ovid and the
"Iliad" at a moment's notice.
The greatest master of memory, however, was
Lord Macaulay . Fl·om a very early age the retentivene ss of his memory was extraordin ary.
When only three or four years of age his mind
mechanic ally retained the form of what he read
or heard. Once, as a child, when making an
afternoon call with his father, he picked up
Scott's "Lay of the Last Minstrel" for the first
time, and quietly read it while his elders were
engaged in conversat ion. When they returned
home, Macaulay amazed his parents by reciting
the whole of the poem without a mistake.
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories,"
No. 326. Get a copy, Price 7 cents; postage free.
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
SIMPLY OVERWHELMED HIM.

At one of the big London hotels there is a

page boy who in his spare moments is much given
to the study of the best English literature.
A few days ago he was paid his wages with a
small fine deducted for some breach of regulations. Indignant, the boy said to-the manager:
"Sir, if you should ever find it within the scope
of your jurisdiction to levy an assessment on my
wage for some trivial act alleged to have been
committed by myself at some inopportune moment in the stress of one's avocation, I would
suggest that you refrain from exercising· that
prerogative. The failure to do S? wo~ld ,?f necessity force me to· tender my resignat10n.
The manager, tottering, i-eached a chair and in
ga~~ -,sked the boy what he meant.
.
"In other words, if you fine me agam, I shall
chuck the ~ob!" said the lad.
SHERIFF TO TRAIN BEAR TO TRAIL
ILLICIT STILLS
While Sheriff Fernandez, of Bangor, has not
s:uid a word about it, men who claim to know
what they are talking about are telling !lround
town of a bright new scheme the Sheriff has
evolved for the detection of illicit stills.
As the yarn runs, the Sheriff, who knows all
about the woods and the wild critters that roam
therein has decided to train a bear cub to do
some ;leuthing after the demon rum. It is a
well known fact that bears have a great fondness
for molasses, and can smell the sticky sweet a
mile away. Now, the makers of home. bo?ze all
use molasses, and the idsa of the Sheriff is that
the bear will be able to smell out a still that a
dozen human deputies might never find.
He ·will lead the beai· around at the end of a
chain lettino- him sniff at every suspected hole
and ~orner. "' Where molasses is, there will the
bear halt and warble his official "woof-woof."
Then the Shexiff will dig in and do the rest. The
bear will get no salary-only his board and an
occasional trip to the vaudeville or some otl~er
light and innocent amusement, t~ pre_v~nt him
from acquiring the sourness of disposition that
distinguishes most Prohibitionists.
The cub is now being trained at a camp 'way
up near Ripogenus, and presently will come dow:n
to Bangor to be sworn into office and get his
badge.
.
The Sheriff expects to get a lot of credit f~r
this cute idea, but City Clerk Victor Brett has his
doubts of the success of the scheme. Col. Brett
points out that with so many stills working
around here, the poor bear will be as b_uiClY a~ a
one-eyed dog in a sausage factory, an1 m trymg
to locate all the stills will get to runnmg around
in circles, and thus work himself to death. Yet
the Sheriff has great hopes.
MAGIC MIRRORS.
There are mirrors that are totally unlike those
found on milady's dressing cas~, and _not as
harmless, either. While they are mterestmg and

amusing at times they are sometimes made use
of by swinalers to take the dollars fron,1 unsuspectmg and credulous mortals. They a~·e kno~n
as magic mirrors, and a good deal of mgenmty
is expended in their manutacture. They are sold
to credulous individuals for $5 and $10, and cost
one-tenth those figures. Some· of these charlatans, with sublime assurance, have called the
. law to their aid to protect them from rivals, or
it may be to .add prestige to thefr merchandise,
as several of the mirrors are, or claim to be,
covered by letters patent, copyright or trade
marks.
The mirror makers can justify their calling
with precedents numberless. The belief that a
b,t of bright metal or glass could be so charged
by the black art th.at it would reflect in visible
form the invisible things or beings about us is
as old as civilization. Egypt and Babylon, Persia and India, Japan and China have made and
used these occult instruments from early times.
Those which are made in the far East possess
qualities which at one time were puzzling, but
which, when the secret was discovered, were found
ingenious utilizations of optical laws.
The simplest is tlle Japanese lucky mirror, a
fair model of which the writei· saw in a Broadway
shop a couple of days ago. This is a flat plate
and handle made of a metal resembling steel.
One side is so highly burnished that it reflects as
well as the best silver-backed looking glass. The
1·everse is chased in low relief with figures of
vines birds clouds and ideographs or talismans.
Whe~ empl~yed in the usual fashion it does not
differ from any oiidinary mirror, but when a large
beam of light is thrown upon it and reflected upon
a dark wall or ceiling, in the reflected circle appears a luminous face, ideograph or other figure.
The result is secured in the original welding or
casting of the ~i:ror, when a. piece of meta_l ~f
different composition, shaped like the figure it is
to produce, is fused into th~ circumjacent :mass.
A similar eITect is produced in silvered muTors
by just laying on the re~iecting character one
kind of tin foil and filling m the rest of the- si:rface with a foil of the same appearance, but different reflecting Quality. Akin to_ this style ?f
work are the magic lacquers which. at cert?,1n
oblique angles disclose figures and l!-11es, which
are invisible when looked upon at right angles
to the lacquer's sul'face. Oldest of the ori~ntal
mirrors ai·e those set at the bottom of a cylmder
or truncated cone, whose surface is waved or undulating. The base reflects in ordinary manner!
the sides in such a fashion as to produce foci
of focal circles at various points. From one point
of view the looker sees a faint halo about his face
at the bottom of the cylinder; from a second point
a misty human face alongsid~ of his own;. from
a third a face looking at him through his re.fleeted eyes.
.
.
The principle which underlies these odd images
is the same as that used by Cook and Maskelyne
in London in producing their "g.hosts," and seems
to have been employed with great skill by Cagliostro in the eighteenth century.
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NEW THINGS

A rubber bulb
to increase the
suction features
a new siphon for
ruuoving· cream
f1om bottles of

Wonderful Victory
Over Baldness

milK.

;'ortugal h a s
more than 4,000,000 .1.cr.s of forests and is increasing them by
svstE:matic treepiant,ng.
A simple wire
frame has been
patentee! for suppo rt in g idle
paint brushes to
p r e v e n t their
bristles curling.
S event y-five
per cent. of the
lam! unde1· cultiVl:',tion in Egypt
is held by persons owning less
than two acres.
Leather, both
imitation
and
g e n u i n e , has
been adapted as
a substitute for
varnish in covering automobile
bodies.
Trinidad, which
is steadily in creasing its petroleum product i o n , exported
m o r e than 41,000,000
gallons
last yeax.
New in the agricultural implement line is a
machine to cover
a field of growing grain with
--st.raw to protect
it in winter.
Geologists have
eBtimated th a t
Spain has about
700,000,000 tons
of iron ore, capable of yielding
about 50 per
cent. of metal.
An Oregon inventor has patented a folding
match scratcher
which can be
pinned t o a n y
convenient place
on a smoker's
dothing.

HAIR GROWN ON MR. BRITIAIN'S

BALD HEAD

BY INDIANS' MYSTERIOUS OINTMENT
My hend at the top lllld bael: was abse- exceaslve 4 r 1lu tely bald. The scalp was shlll1, An ex- ness o r other
pert said that he thought the hair roots disorders. I Bill
were ~xtinct, and th-ere was no hope ot convinced, and
WY ever lu,rln!( a new hair growth.
am sure many
Yet now, at the age or 66, I have a In-xnrl- scientists w 11 l
aut growth of soft, strong, lustrous hair I agree, that the
No trace ot baldnt:Bs.
hair roots bee o me imbedded
within the scalp,
Indians' Secret of Hair Growth covered
by bard
s-kln, so that
At a t!me when I had become discouraged they are
tit trylu~ varlou hair lotions, tonics, like bulbs
1peclalluta treatments, etc., I came &cross, Ol' eeede in
.n mr travelR, a Cherokee Indian "medicine a
bottle
nan" who hst'l an elixir that he guaran- wh.tch
wlll
;e,•d woul'1 irrnw my hair. Altho•gh I had arow when
pn •nHh
' Jo:IO<A 1t ll trt•l. To my amaze- fertilized.
ment a llirbt fuzz soon appeared. It devel·
oped. day by cay. Into a regular healthy Shampoo•
(Which conf"rowth and ere long my ba!r wa11 as pro- tain
all:alific as tn my youtl1tul days.
11 s)
and
That I was amozed and happy 11 expreBS- hair lotions
IDt" my state or mind ratldly.
which COD•
taln a 1 CO•
ho! ore enemies to the hair, aa they CO it..
Hair Grew Luxuriantly
malting it brittle.
Obvtowsly, the halr roote had not been
dead, l>m were dormant In the scalp, awaitThe Secret Now Revealed
Ing t.b<' tertlllzing potency ot the myaterloi..e pomade.
Recently I was Induced whlle on a bull•
It became my Rudden determlnntton to
poss11ss th<' r<'clpe or Bl'<'ret If T could. Hav- ness trip to London, to introduce Kotalko.
lnll used my most pPrsneslve arguments the In<11an hair ellxir. It met with an lla•
which ronv1nced the aii:ed savnnt ot my eln- Wt:diate demand and has slnce been lntrecerlty and that hi' bad only talmess to ex- duced throughout England and Fraile._
pert from we, I Rucceeded In gululog the se- wbt:re, d.,11p!te the war, it Is having a 11:rea&
cret reciJ)I' by e-lvlnfl hlm a v11luable rlffe sale. Its popularity comes chiefly trom the
voluntary ellllorsements of users. Many perln exchange.
sons-men, women and children-are report•
tng new hair growth. Some caees were
I Put the Secret Away
really more extraordinary than my own
My regumr l>uslness took all my time, For instance, a lady reported that Kotnik~
grew
a be11utlful ~upply ot blond hail- (hell!
boweVQr. and I was compelled to torego my
pJunB to rnu·oduco natural shude) after her head had been com.,;
·tely
bald since a fever nine years previthe wonderful lrc ·
ta1-ko (which I ously and she had worn a will ever since.
A.
m!lltary
officer had a bald 11pot whlcla
ca II tor short kotalko) and I put .hall. been growinfl larger for some tbna.
Within
a
few
weeks It was completely 001'•
the secret aside
ered.
for some years.
That my own
I could mention numrroue exam'fles. Now,
hair gro,vth wus bnving
mad,• arrangements here.
intend to
permanent has ~npply Kotalko, according to the genuine
been amply Indians' formula to whomsoever wiehea to
i;roved.
My honest obtain it.
belief la that
Recipe Given Free
hair root e
rarely die
even when
Tl1e rec1i,~ - shnll be pleased to mail, tree.
the hair Adclress: JohL. :Uart Brittain. BG-103, St:.1falls
out tion F, New York, N. Y. When vou have
through dan- grown new hair pl ense ~end mr a Jetter givdrulf, fever, lug the facts for my fiks.
0

Oh BOYS it FLIES {1EL~g~~
_
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,- -

Looks like a r N1.l Plnne In
air. J ;,giiiit!:.. r;r1n1_'1 'f ully ns
a bird. W lJI fl.}' from i>O t o
150 feet, depending u pon

cmera.tor. Grent epol't
can Do ko.d wltlt lt. Can
be used indoors also. It. is
heautlfutly mnrked in colors, lted, White and Blue.
·w111 be sent complete with directions for operating. ,
Price 20c (coin 1. De first in your town to have one .•l\ddress
lU,RVEL llFG. CO., Dept. S2
2'ow Jli,vw,, Coun.

PinkCameo Brooch Free.

Pink Background White Head,
Gold tilled bright polished rim,
Strong joint and catch. To mak1
friends and introduce our Maga•
zine and Ring Bargains, send 20
cts. foraycar'ssubscription, and
this Cameo Broe-ob will be sent
FREE, postpaid., . M,. McPhillips,
ilS W.43d. S t . . ~ _ W.w York.
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DAINTY SOAP

Summer Dangers of Fat People
Liability to Collapse, Heart Failure, Sunstroke, Etc.
Why continue to suffer with summer heat korein (in capsules); take at meal-times and
because you are bloated with fat? .A.part follow the other simple rules that come with
from the unsightliness and discomfort, you the box. Book "Reduce Weight Happily"
you free,,_ in plain wrapper, it you
are risking your life. You may not live mailed toto Korein
1,;ompany, NB-103, Station
write
through another summer if you neglect cur- F, New York City. Become slender and atIng your over-stoutness now, relleviag your tractive!
.A. reduction averaging one pound daily ls
internal congestion.
Determine right now that you will take often reported by this system, whlle 1n oboff whatever you need to-and stay normal in stlnatc cases the fat docs not disintegrate
size with the benefit of better health, cheer- so rapidly. .A. guarantee or $100 is offered
ful disposition, attractive appearance and the that the use of oil of korein and observance
joy of knowing that you have conquered a ot simple rules will reduce your weight ten
great victory over life shortening obesity in to sixty pounds. or more-just whatever ls
necessary to bring you down to a good
a comparatively easy manner.
Elat all you need; don't take tedious exer- ftgnre. Make this a happy year. Surprise
else or sickening medicines, but go to the I nnd delight yourself and friends t Show
drug store nnd get a &mall box of oil of c,thers this adv't.

Goitr.e

Cured.at b~Joe~°llttt~

aJly aaed for 18 y ~
or 'Free Book and oeti•
, GOfTRENI! OOMP~NY:
..a Nnt atrwt. GIii.._.:

I 11 ;f Iii a! ;

~

U ,-oo •ant to c:onqu•r I•
yon,aelf or ""°!her, qul"-.•k9'1_.
ft
com lotelv. write 1or FUii
.
BOOK. Erin!\'S JQY and ambition Into U!e. 'booaand• 'IHed. W1-vp
'10th-fr•. r1t101.C• I Edw. J. Woods, DA-601, St.-tion F. New Yori&.

J
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In the harems
of Turkey a fine
soap is used for
toilet purposes, a
soap that is
made at Teropoli, near J erusalem. It comes in
small cakes
shaped like fancy biscuits, each
stamped with an
ornamental d e sign.
This soap contains no animal
grease, b u t i s
made from oil.
Cleanliness i s
a part of the religion of all Mohammedans, who
must wash at
least three times
a day, c o n s equently soap is
an impo1·tant obj ect among them.
At Teropoli some
o f t h e makers
are running
s ma 11 factories
that h a v e been
in operation for
several hundred
years, and the
older of them ornament th e i r
product with a
legend in Arabic
that gives t h e
name of the firm
and the date of
its foundation.
Cakes of this
soap may occasionally be found
in some of the
Turkish shops in
lower Washington street, New
York, the center
o f a neighborhood in which
live several thousands of Mohammedan families.

A 1·ecent patent covers a
shoe to cure_cold
feet, a heated
plate being inserted and the
heat being :retained by t h e
close-fitting construction of the
ankle of the shoe.

CLOCKS
STRIKE
THIRTEEN

0 LD COINS WANTED
$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds of
Corns dated before 1895, Keep ALL old
Money, You may have Coins worth a
Large PrPmium. Send 10c. for new
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6.
Get Posted at Once.
CLA1'KE COIN CO., llox 35, Le Ro:,-, N, Y.

$

Among the
most c u r i o u s
c i o c k s in the
world are two in
Worsley, LancaEngland,
shire,
that never strike
one. Instead they PRICE~
strike thirteen at
C.a,m•o•L•-BIG FUl'I
1 A. M. and 1 P.
h"", Wo~
You appu.reutly """ thnl
l\L One of them I
8toD8, an:,- obloet. Bee Do..,, In Flesh;
. th e E a~·l I AU augic trick DOTelty
·
FREE with eacb X .llay,
IS OVeI
0f
Ellesme re ds HARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. 13. NEW lfAVEN. COliN.
ca 1 1 e
p1ace,

12

•••

In
Solid Gold

So11d Gold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lacbnite

novs

Worth Wei&htin Goto

" IIEIL PHONl&RAP.H

! Jrssthe/orrgt~:
al c J O ck which It you are seeking a genuine lnvii:orantRuu\itully fi.niehed, Dickel windin1
a n1an's tonie-:vou mny place reliance upon
crank: 1pring motor, ,peed 1-eguld•r,
~riop lever. New improved sound
he Duke of Woods Vigor Tabules. A wonderful st 111ubox with mica diaphragm, makH
fllridgewater had lant and sustainer. Used by men who know
perf•ci reprodueUdna ot all kinds
what. A box costs 50 cents or $1.00.
of mu1ic. A. M.AKVELOU8
I d 1· n th e what's
postpaid, and Jou ar0 likely to sa.v that
Pace
Machine in every way . Delightto
ed thousands of homea.
tower. It is said ever.v tabule is werth it• weight in itold
SendllO MDN/lr
that ~he Duke you. Address: Edw. J. Woods, VC-103,
Juetyour name,and we will
lad the c 1 o Ck !Station 1,•, New York, N. Y.
send you 24.of eur Arl Pidunt io
diapo1e of on epeci•l offer a.t 25c
made so as to
8
:1i1lus~!~e ?:?.0 ~.~~11:~
:el~e
HOW TO MAiiE LOY£
strike the "unprov.d I!. D. L. Phonograph and
lucky" number so
a •• ~ Ui:l~;:p:: J46c ~h,!:o
as to warn his
workmen that it
was time to rern after runImmediate poascssio,i etD our liberal Ea•y M9nthfi .Payment plau
ner.
-the mcmt JiberaJ tehJHte~er effered
recalls
This
on. a hitrh grade bk·ycle.
FACTORY TO RWIER 1trices oai,e
e incident
big
the
hen
sell direct to yoo. We fut nal
clock of the
quality in them and our bicycN:s
0
houses of Parliam44.t ~~W, :;i.or1, and &izea to
ment saved a
6 Songs. words ud nm,ic; !l5 Pk· c'hoose trom iD<>ur tameua ••N•a:11
tures Pretty Girls;40 WaJ·•to Make line. Sead forbiii ~..utlful cnt•Jo•.•
man's life. A solM-y ..,.r. .ts a,ivanee tho fi.rat
Mouey; l Joke Jlook; l lloGk on
pay.memt a-.ii energetic ltoya by o<fci
dier in the reign
Love; 1 Magic ll~k; l llook l,etter )Obapaper routQ, delivery f•r
\.\'riling; l Dream •ook and For- stores, et.e., -ke Uaeltlcyde . . . .
of William and
tune 'l'eller; 1 Cook :look; l Base money to meet the ttmall moathly Payments.
Mary was . conDEUVEIIEe~EonAnrovaland30DAVS
Dall llook, gives rule& for games; I
demned by court
Select the 9icycle Y•U want and t~rins
Toy Maku Boolr::; ,Language of TRIAL.,,,-on-ca1b
or easy pa~ts.
Flowers; 1 Morse Tel«,iraph Alpha- thatsuit
martial for fall11
Experiments;
Chemical
12
bet;
¥:Oi:.it°~E:
~t.it~~~~=~;~g
l~~T.s
7JRES
ing asleep while
Magic A,-.e Table; Great North Pol" but write today tor the bi.a new catalog, prices and terms.
on duty on the
Game; 100 Conundrums: 8 Puzzles;
CYCLE COMPANY
terrace at Wind- 12 Games; 30 Verses for Autograph Album•.,. All
above by mail for 10 cto, and :a tto, postage. _ _ _ _ _ _ _D_e-=-pt. Wl88 Chicag~
sor. He stoutly the
Il01AL SALES CO., Box %0 • South Norwalk, Conn,
MOW, JAZZ 'fM UP, BOYS! A !IEW AND NiFTY INVENTION
denied the eharge
and by way of
&\lfi:if5%-'.~:2i#;• hf®.-fil)
D
E
HEAL
S
S
RENE
O
S
solemnly
proof
Slid~ F!at.-Ph:ctla. played rndan!ly. 2 sc AGENTS WANTED
open lep. ulcer1, en.larll'ed veins.
declared that he Bore orhealed
Write for STEWART co., SUK w. '8th St .. N. Y. fJ,
whU1 J'O• work.
heard Old Tom eczema
f-ret1 l>oolr anl1 11 .. ~rrfbp -YOIIP OWII ('ftM
LOVERS-"DUIDE,erAnEasyll011dtor.,arrJage
the predecessor A. o. Liepe, 1467 Green Bay Av,, Mllwaukee,Wis • •
~aiia"BOW to OoW't •BMbf~l8lr1."'Bowto Woot.D Hotreu. "801f
Big Ben)
~~.,:~:.i:::~::B!!b~~;~~:o:::~~~::r;~;~~~-~~
JJ •
thirteen
,strike
l<Weddlng•t.110,&.w ........,. &lh\lbj1atebol11!ultolo'Hn.. 25C POSTP'A!D
I
illstead of twelve.
PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.
WARD
officers
'l'h e
laughed at the
Superior . quality
idea, but while
blue, black, red,
the man was in
violet or green.
prison awaiting
Put up in dry
execution several
form, 1 powder in
ca m e
persons
water makes 1
for wa:r d and quart. Worth three or four times at
swore that the retail price. 1 powder, 25 cents; 6
elock actually did powders, $1.00 Postpaid. Big opporthirteen, tunity for agents.
strike
whereupon t h e
soldier was parSHELTON CHEMICAL CO.
doned and re101-A Shelton, Conn.
leased.
0
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SCOUT FISH BY AIRPLANE

The Bureau of Fisheries has taken
ap with the Navy Department the
natter of using naval air craft in lo~ting schools of fish at sea and cominunicating the information to the
lishermen.
The Gloucester (Mass.) Board of
rrade some months ago addressed to
the Navy Department a request that
naval planes and airships be utilized
in assisting fishermen to find schooling fish, especially in the southern
mackerel fishery, and asked the Bureau of Fisheres to use its good offices in laying the project before the
Navy Department.
The Navy Department expressed
its willingness to do everything in its
power to assist the fishermen, and arranged· for a conference at which
representatives of Fisheries and the
patrol division of naval aviation were
present.
The outcome of the conference was
a tentative arrangement by which a
duly qualified observer should make
flights over such parts of the Atlantic as seemed most promisi.Rg and the
location of any schools of fish noted
should be telegraphed to designated
organizations of fishing interests.

HOW TO DETECT "QUEER"
How does a cashier know whether
or not money is good and how can
you yourself know? A difficult question, but best answered first with two
And these are :-Don't
"don't's."
judge a coin by its ring and don't
judge a bill by the paper. The ring
of a coin will often show its genuineness, but the thing gets a bit confusing when we learn that many good
coins do not ring true, generally because of some little imperfection, and
that many bad coins do ring true.
As for notes and bills, once in a
while you can tell by the paper, but
in the Secret Service office they have
a nice little collection of them which
would deceive almost anybody every
time. Great, heavy $5 bills as thick
as pasteboard, perfectly good, but
soaked with oil or something which
has dried them in this way. Other
bills, all limp and thinned out-acid
w01·k on them, but not in the lelM>t
impairing their value. And then
there are some notes that fold and
crinkle and show threads in the best
approved style--counterfeits.
The best way of passing on a coin's
genuineness are these:-Its weight in
comparson with one which you know
to be good, its thickness, the feel of it
-different metals have different surface textures-and the accuracy of
the workmanship. This last is the
easiest test for the average man or
woman,

....

WEST WEEKLY

r

- - LATEST ISSUES - 911 Young Wild West Chasing the Horse Thieves; or, Arietta and ti
Corral Mystery.
912 Young Wild West and the Mine Girl; or, The Secret Band
Silver Shaft.
913 Young Wild West Exposing the Express Robbers; 01', WI
Arletta in Gold Dust City.
914 Y-oung Willi West and the Cowboy Trailer; or, The Rancbmu
Revenge.
915 Y°1~~fm~':i~ld West and the Missing Scout; or. Arietta and ti
916 Young Wild West Doomed to Death: or. Arletta and the RU
Queen.
917 Young Wild West On a Golden Trail; or, The Mystery of M~
·
Pass.
918 Young Wild West Fighting the Indians; or, The Uprising of C
Utes.
919 Young Wild West On a Cattle Range; or, Arleta and the "Bai
Cowboy.
920. Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, The Death of Ace m
921 Young Wild West's Silver Search; or, Arietta and the I
'.l'reasure.
922 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne Chari
Hard-Pan Hit.
923 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill"; o.r, Arietta's Game
Blut?.
924 Young Wild West and the Deadsbot Cowboys; or, A High
'.l'ime at Buckinghorn Ranch.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any a.ddres•
receipt of price, 7 couts per co1>y, in money or po•tage stamp•, b
HARRY E. ,voLFF, Put,., 166 ,vest 23d St•• New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GA..'\IES.-A complete and useful lit
book, containing the rules aud rl'gulations of u1lliards, !Jagatel
IJackgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc
No. 36. HOW 'l'O SOLVE CONUNDRU:IIS.-Containing all t
leadlug conundrums of the day, amusing rilldles, curious catches a1
witty sayings.
No. 38. now TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A wonrlerfJ
book. containing useful and practical information in the treatmcn
of ordinary tliscascs and ailments common to every family. Abound
ing in useful and effective recipes for genera] complaints.

No. 39. now TO R,USE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS A:\ItAlllllTS.-A useful and instructive book. Ilanllsowely illustratL·,1
No. 40. HOW TO :llAK.E A!\'U :SET TRAPS.-Inclu,Ung- hints <
how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and t,irlls. Al,.

how to cure skins.
No. 41.

Copiously illustrated.

•:,

TUE HOYS 01!' NEW YOltll END MJ<}N'S JOKE BOOK~

Containing 8. gn•at variety of tile latest jokes used IJy ti.le me;
famous entl meu. !'\o IUllateur minstrels is complete without th
wouclcrful little hook.

l'io. 42.-TllE UOl'.S OF NEW YORK STU:.\IP Sl'EAKER.-Co1

taining a varied assortment of stump speeches, Nl'gro. Dutch un
Irish. Also entl men's jokes. Just tile thing for home amusemet
aud amnteur shows.
No. -i3. 110\V TO BECOME A :.\L\.GICIAN.-Contuining the ,::-ran,
est assortme11t of magical Illusions ev~r placed IJefore the pu!Jli
Also tricks with c:1rds. inc:rntntious, etc-.
No. 41. HOW •ro ,vRITE rs A:S ALBOllI.-A grand collection
Album Verses suitable for anv time and occasion, embracing Lin
of Lovl', Affection, Sl'ntiment, ·numor, Rei:pect, and Condolence, ul,
Yerses Suit'1hlP for Yalcntlnes and "'eddin;::-s.
No. 45. THE BOYS 01'' NEW YORK IDNSTREL GUIDE AX
Every bo
,JOICE BOOK.-Sometl.ling new and very instructive.
should o!Jtain tbis hook, as it l'Ontulns full instructions for orgnnfl
lug an amateur minstrel troupe.
l•·or sale by all newsdealerb, or' will be sent to a.ny address G
receipt of price, 10c. per copy, or 3 tor 25c., in money or postaa
.. ta.mpb, by
l,'RANK TOUSEY, Pnb., 168 We,;t 2Sd St., New ~ork.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THE~

Price 35 Oenta Per C•.111
By JAllffiS P. COGAN
This book contains all the most recent changes in the method
of construction and submission of scenarios. Sixty Lesson&,
covering every phase of. scenario writing, from the most ele·
mental to the most 11<1.vanced principles. This treatise covera
everything a person must know in order to make money as a
successful scenario writer. For sale by all News-dealers and
Book-Stores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will mall you o~
postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N, Y.

